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1.

CAN ANTHROPOLOGY REVOLUTIONIZE EDUCATION? Thomas L. Dynneson,
Cedar Rapids. Anthropology is explored as a change agent in
education. It is argued that because of its unique qual ities,
anthropology is related to all academic divisions found within
colleges a nd public schools. Scholars trained in a variety of
disciplines te ac h courses und e r the broad title, Anthropology.
Thus, by its very nature anthropology ha s broken down some of the
disciplinary barriers which a re characteristic of most educational
institutions. Anthropology contains the potential for becoming an
"activity" or "ac tion" centered interdisciplinary program,
encompassing not only a variety of disciplines but all grade levels
K-College . In spite of its many positive qua lities a nthropology is
often kept out of schools because of fear a nd historical prejudice.

2.

ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES, Lloyd J. Miller, Anthropoloqist,
Des Moines Area CoITTTiunity College. This reports the results of a questionnaire sent to a stratified sample of 20% of the nation's public
community colleges, eliciting information regarding offerings and trends
in anthropology. Among the findings (based on a 47% return rate) : Most
coITTTiunity colleges offer at least one course in anthropology; these are
primarily schools with 3000 or more students enrolled; the general introductory survey and introductory cultural anthropology are, respectively, most common; North American Indians and World Ethnography are
the most popular second-level courses; most anthropology courses indicate moderate to high enrollment growth; most anthropology instructors
teach half or more of their load in other fields. An analysis of the
data concludes that most anthropology offerings in coITTTiunity colleqes
are parallel in content and approach to offerings in four-year institutions; that there is 1ittle instructi-onal innovation beyond a tendancy
toward more group-class discussion; that anthropology is viewed by its
community college practitioners as a comprehensive integrating agent
between the sciences and humanities to foster a better understanding of
mankind--few career-oriented applications are offered; that there is increased study of U. S. culture and sub-cultures relative to the traditional emphasis of non-western cultures; that teacher loads might be
indicative of a community college trend toward despecialization in
teaching; and that the need and potential for anthropological influence
in community colleges is both great and as yet unrealized.

3.

ANALYSIS OF BLOOD RUN ARTIFACTS David L. Cook*and Patricia
A descripitive analysis of the lithic and ceramic
artifacts from a Late Woodland Oneota site, Blood Run in Lyon
County, Iowa. The artifacts are part of the Charles Keyes
collection, currently in the stacks of the State Historical
Society , Iowa City.
At~

J . Burch*.
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4.

A DESCRIPTIVE REPORT OF A LONG TERM ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM
IN THE IOWA RIVER VALLEY. P. J. Cressey, D. Seifert, and M. Weichman .
A field school was initiated this spring at the University of Iowa
which has a variety of purposes. The methods, goals, and sites
uncovered during this season will be discussed, as well as, the
value of such a program at other Iowa institutions.

s . RIM SHERD TO BODY SHERD RATIO AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE by Darrell Fulmer
and John Hotopp. Recently in the analysis of several Central Plains
Tradition earthlodges the authors noted a striking intersite regularity
in the rim sherd to total sherd ratio, both by weight and by count.
This paper suggests hypotheses to explain this regularity, and examines
the possible untilization of this datum.
ANCIENT IOWA DOCUMENTARY FILM SERIES, Marshall McKusick, Nickel Brown,
John Hotopp, Eric Carlson, Dennis Nastav, and Margie Staub
Under grants from the National Endowment for Humanities and additional
support from the University of Iowa, the State Archaeologist is developing a series of seven films for the Iowa Public Schools. These films
document archaeological explorations, ethnological cultures, and through
artists drawings, reconstruct the many different life styles of the
Indians in ancient times. The films average 20 minutes and are 16 mm
in color and with sound. Four films shown will be released in the
Spring of 1973.
FILM l. VISITING THE INDIANS WITH GEORGE CATLIN illustrates four
Indian lifeways intne l830's i:isfngtne"Journals, pictures, and maps
of the frontier artist. It provides the ethnological basis for the
archaeological films.
FILM 5. EARTH LODGE PEOPLE describes Iowa archaeological research on
the CentraT75TaTnsTradition, a culture dating circa A. D. 900-1350.
Artists' drawings reconstruct the way of life ortliese people following the archaeological description.
FILM 6. ONEOTA LONGHOUSE PEOPLE describes the discovery of huge 60
to 90 fooTTorig longhouses"""'attne Grant Oneota Village in northeast
Iowa dated circa A. A. 1000. Artist's drawings then show similar
homes among Siouan tribes visted and described by the European
explorers. Combining archaeological and historical evidence, the
final section of the film reconstructs the Oneota village as it may
have appeared one thousand years ago .
FILM 7. FORT-MADISON ARCHAEOLOGY provides an archaeological dimension
to the artifacts, buildings and history of the first United States
frontier post (1808-1812) in the Upper Mississippi Valley. , It is
based on the discovery of the post under a parking lot in downtown
Fort Madison.
The archaeologists and film makers wi11 be present to discuss problems
of scientific documentary films following the showing.
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1 . AQUATIC HYPHOMYCETES FOUND IN STREAMS NEAR AMES, IOWA. Barbara J. Dyko,
Lois H. Tiffany. Eleven species in seven genera of aquatic hyphomycetes
have been found on submerged leaves from five stream sites in Story
County, Iowa. Collections were made over the peroid of one year. The
fungi seemed to occur seasonally, possibly because of water temperature
differences. Leaves from some tree species supported a more diversified
aquatic hyphomycete population than did other substrates.

2.A STUDY OF FUNGI FROM PRAIRIE SOILS. R. L, Getting and L. H. Tiffany.
Dept. of Botany, Ames. Soil samples from several prairie sites are
being examined to determine the fungus flora of these selected prairies.
Sites under study include Cayler Prairie, Dikinson County, Hayden
Prairie, Howard County, Sheeder Prairie, Guthrie County, Kalsow Prairie,
Pocahontas County, and prairie sites in Boone County, Webster County
and Fremont County. The most common fungi isolated to date have been
the Fungi Imperfecti. Fewer Ascomycetes have been observed, A common
fungus flora seems to be present in all sites under study.

3.NOTES ON LICHENS OF EASTERN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR. Richard W.
Coleman, Fayette. This paper is based on a report entitled "NOTES ON
CERTAIN LICHENS OF NEWFOUNDLAND" that was sent to The Minister, Depart-ment of Forestry, Province of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland;
Canada in January, 1973. Photographs were taken of each lichen growing
area within the l meter line transect study area. In addition every
lichen collection area had data noted on the exposure, shade, forest
cover, elevation in feet above sea level, type of substrate and any
other notes pertinent to lichen biology. Twenty-four different lichens
were collected: Alectoria americana Mot., Alectoria fuscescens Gyeln.,
Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach., Caloplaca scopularis (Nyl.) Lett.,
Cetraria pinastri (Scop.) S. Gray, Cladonia alpestris (L.) Rabenh.,
Cladonia coniocraea (Flo'rke) Spreng., Cladonia fimbriata (L.} Fr.,
Cladonia gracilis (L.) Willd. var. dilatata (Hoffm.) Vain, Cladonia
terrae-novae Ahti, Hypogymnia physodes (L.) Nyl., Lecanora dispersa
group, Lecanora fuscescens Th. Fries, Lecanora polytrota (Ehrh.)
Rabenh., Parmelia saxatilis (L.) Ach., Parmeliopsis am ; ua (Wulf.)
Nyl., Peltigera aphthosa (L.) Willd. var. aphthosa, Pelt~gera canina
(L.) Willd. var. canina, Platismatia glauc; (L.) Culb. & Culb.,
Stereocaulon cfr.Tum Laur., Stereocau on Naschale (L.) Hoffm.,
Usnea cfr. compacta ot., Usnea cfr. scabrata yl. and Xanthoria
parietina (L.) Th. Fr. f.. scopularis, C. gracilis var. dilatata, f..
terrae-novae, !:_. dispersa group,!,_. poTytropa, f.. saxatilis, f.
aphthosa var. aphthosa, f. canina var. canina, i• paschale and r.
~arietina were associated primarily with sunny areas. A. americana, A.
uscescens, A. sarmentosa, C. pinastri, C. coniocraea,-C. fimbriata,-H.
physodes, !:_.-fuscescens, f_.-ambigua, f. glauca, i- cfr.-alpinum., Q. cfr. compacta and Q. cfr. scabrata were found especially in shady areas.
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4.

MICROBIAL P()fULATION OF A SWINE FARM LAGOON. A.E. Ritchie ,
Ames. Chronic enteric infections of breeding stock and
current farrowings prompted study of the lagoon as a possible source of pathogenic microorganisms. Cells and particulate matter were concentrated 10-fold by centrifugation
at 16 , 000 X g for 30 min. Suspensions of the organisms were
negatively stained with potassium phosphotungstate , applied
to carbon films with a nebulizer , and examined directly in
an electron microscope . More than 40 varieties of bacteria
were detectec; also several types of bacteriophages. The
microbial population seemed to be partially dependent upon
the presence of bacteriophages. Only 10-12 varieties of
bacteria were commonly egcoun3ered; they were present at
concentrations of ca. 10 /cm. Neither bacterial spores or
particles recognizable as typical animal viruses were
de tected in the limited samplings. Most taxonomic groups
of the bacteria were repre sented , however, many cells were
morphologically unique by virtue of their characteristic
shape or the presence of surface elaborations. At least
3 varieties of spirochetes were present; one type was similar to an agent frequently associated with swine dysenter y.
Electron microscopy off ers a powerful tool for the study
of the dynamics of microbial population changes in natural
wat ers.

5 .WATER Q.UALITY I NDICATORS I: THE ALGAE . Donald J. Schmidt, Fitc hburg
State College, Fitchburg, Mas s achusetts 01420. A progress report on a
continuing study be ing c onducted on one of New Englands most polluted
rivers, t he Nashua River in c entral Ma s sachusetts. This river
originates in three rather clean trout streams and receives its
po l lution load fr om paper mills and other i ndustry as it move s down the
Nashua Valley. This situation provides a good before and after study
area f or water quality indicators. Routine sampling has been conducted
on t hi s s ystem for six year s to establ ish the physical and chemical and
biological pa rameters. The purpose of this paper i s to report on one
speci f ic aspect of the study dealing with the algae as water quality
i ndicators. Indic ations are that out of the 72 species of diatoms
collected , a small group of 10 show up as water qua lity indic a tors.
They are, Aca nthe s hungarica, Melosira circulare, Navicula cuspidata,
Navicula pupula, Ni t zschia am~hibia, Nitzsc hia di s sipata, Pinularia
rni cros t ".uron, Suri rel l a angustat a, Surire l l a ova l is, Surirella ovata
oinn?.t a .

o.A PRELIMINARY DIATOM STUDY OF AN I OWA FEN. Ray E. Mitchem and C.W. Reimer*, Philadelphia. The primary obj ective was to help substantiate if
it is, indeed, necessary to collect from several sites within an individual fen as well as among several fens in the complex in order to obtain
a true cross- section of the dominant diatom taxa present. The fen studied was Excelsior Fen near Iowa Lakeside Laboratory. The . primary limitation of the study was its abbreviated duration- lasting three weeks
from preliminary planning to final analysis and write-up. 45 collections were made from 8 of the 27 fens in the complex. Collections were
taken both from plant squeezings and flocculent sludge from the bottom
of the sha llow pools. Based on the results of a 1962 study by Shob : w.
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Randall~ Eugene F. Stoermer~ and John o. Dodd~ collections were taken
from near the cooler outlet and from the warmer pools. The diatom flora
observed was very different, not only between the sites within individual fens, but among the various fens themselves. Of the 16 dominant
taxa recorded, not one was found in every one of the 14 recorded collections which represented 10, or better of t}:le population. Two taxa dominated the collections in general, however. At the other extreme, nine
of the 16 recorded taxa were found in only one of the collections and
four other taxa were found in only two of the collections . It was noted
that in most conmunities a large percentage of the total communitybiomass consists of one or two dominant species. Whether this 'dominance' is static or dynamic cannot be determined from such a study. Considerable variation among fens in kinds of taxa present is also readily
observable. It is concluded tha.t atleast at a certain time of the year,
several collections need be made and analyzed throughout the total fen
complex in order to receive a reasonable cross-sectio n even of the dom. inant diatom taxa.

7. NOTES ON IOWA DIATOMS XIb: THE GENUS PINNULARIA. Cameron L.
Christensen . Further consideratio n of the occurrence and
distribution in Iowa of the diatoms belonging to the genus,
Pinnularia, is p~esented. Added information is given to the
known morphology and ecology of each ta.xa.. Pinnularia species
are reported as present in most diatom collections in Iowa.
New entities of the genus· collected from the soft water habitat
of Dead Man's Ifl.ke will be included,

8. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS OF THE SPADIX OF SYMPIDCARPUS FOETIDUS ( L.)

Nutt. Roger M. Knutson, Decorah. Temperature s of Symploe~
1971
foetidus (Eastem Skunk Cabbage) spadices measured during
in a population of approximate ly 50 plants in Northeast Iowa were as
much as 25°c above ambient temperature . A prolonged period of eleva.ted respiration supported by substrate translocated from the rhizome
makes possible flower developnent and pollination at air temperature s
below freezing even though the spathe and spadix are not frost resi&tant during early spring.

9JHE EFFECT OF VARYING LIGHT PERIODS ON THE COROLLA OPENING OF MIRABILIS
JALAPA L. (4 O'clocks). S. Lane Wilson, Des Moines. Under a light regime of 12 hours of light, 12 hours dark, the corolla of 4 O'clocks will
~egin opening in about 9 1/2 to 10 1/4 hours. When the light period is
increased to 18 hours and the dark period is only 6 hours duration, bud
In
opening occurs about 12 hours after the onset of the light period.
continuous light, bud opening stops; the buds appear to go into a state
of rigor. Changing the light-dark period brings about a transition
stage which lasts through one or two light cycles. Thus, it appears
that the stimulus must develop in the corolla tissue a cycle or two before th~ bud opening response occurs.
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10.

OBSERVATIONS ON MUDFLAT MICROCLIMATE AND ZONATION. James H. Wilson &
Roger Q. Landers, Ames. Field measurements indicate the presence of
sharp horizontal microclimatic gradients near the mudflat edge in the
Red Rock Reservoir system. Environmental parameters were measured in
three distinct vegetation zones near the water edge; bare mud, an herbaceous zone dominated by Bidens spp., and a young stand of Salix .!!i_-9..!:!· Temperature and relative humidity measurements in these zones
suggest the extreme microclimate of the mudflat exerts an influence on
selective survival of seedlings.

11.

ANTHOCEPHALUS CADAMBA, A FAST-GROWING TREE FOR REFORESTATION IN THE
MOIST TROPICS. Warren E. Picklum, Cedar Falls. Anthocephalus cadamba
roxb., a dicot tree with extremely high growth potential, is being
planted widely in Central America for reforestation and as a potential
cash crop in marginal areas. A fatal disease has appeared which threatens the future of this program. The biology of the tree is described
together with what is known of the course of the disease. The disease
is fatal to trees at about three years of age but does not appear to
effect young trees.

12 • .DEVELOPMENT AND MORPHOLOGY OF UTRICULARIA. Carolyn K. Beltz, Ames.
Development of the carnivorous aquatic plant, Utricularia vulgaris, has
been followed from winter-bud (turion) formation through plant maturity. The study has included anatomical features, feeding habits, and
environmental influences possibly affecting variation in the developmental process. Plants were collected from four diverse habitats in
Iowa, fixed, embedded, and sectioned for light and electron microscopy. Field observations were made every two weeks for a five month
period. The developmental sequence for bladder formation has been
determined at the light microscope level. Nutritional and environmental influences regarding flowering and water chemistry, possibly
affecting bladder color, have been observed in the field.

13. PHLOEM REGENERATION WITHOUT CONCOMITANT XYLEM REGENERATION: A CYTOKININ A5 WELL A5 AUXIN IS REQUIRED. Clifford E. LaMotte and
Duane Houck, Ames. Phloem regeneration in excised number 5 internodes
of coleus wounded so as sever phloem, but not xylem bundles, is restored
to the level observed in similarly wounded, but otherwise intact plants
if both auxin and the naturally occurring cytokinin, zeatin, are
supplied to the excised intemodes.

14. PETRIFIED ALETHOPTERIS SPECIMENS FROM IOWA COAL BALLS. Mary Ann
Faulwell,* Diana Lucas,* and Jeffry Schabilion, Iowa City. Examination
of coal balls from the Des Moines Series of Iowa has yielded numerous
pteridosperm leaves assignable to Alethopteris sullivanti. Details
of the leaf morphology and internal anatomy will be presented and
comparisons made with similar specimens from Kansas coal ,balls.
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15. ANATOMY OF HYDATHODES IN LEAVES OF FICUS DIVERSIFOLIA (MORACEAE).
Nels R. Lersten and William H. Peterson*, Ames. Hydathodes are common
in the mulberry family, but published descriptions, mostly from the last
century, are weak on details and illustrations. Mistletoe fig, a common
indoor plant, is a small shrub in its native Malaysia. It has numerous
scattered hydathodes, each opening to the upper (adaxial) leaf surface
via a slightly depressed circular pad of cells containing about 12
water pores, which are stomata about half the size of the normal
stomata restricted to the lower (abaxial) surface. Below the pad a
column of tiny cells of irregular shape with conspicuous intercellular
spaces extends down to the level of the vascular bundles. This tissue,
called epithem, is bounded laterally by a cylinder of colorless cells
lacking visible intercellular spaces. Hydathodes occur above a peculiar
junction of three or four vascular bundles, and several small bundles
extend vertically upward into the epithem. A combination of cleared
leaves, free-hand sections and epidermal peels, and paraffin trans- and
paradermal sections were used.

16. FINE STRUCTURE OF EPIDERMAL SECRETORY CELLS OF LEAVES AND STIPULES OF
COTTONWOOD (POPULUS DELTOIDES). John D. Curtis, Ames. Epidermal
secretory cells of leaf serrations and the adaxial surface of the
stipule are elongated perpendicular to the epidermis. These cells are
responsible for a resinous secretion which fills overwintering buds and
forms a protective film over young leaves. They are filled with dense
cytoplasm containing plastids, lipid bodies (within plastids and in the
cytoplasm), many mitochondria and many dictyosomes. Lipid bodies are
produced in the chloroplasts and released into the cytoplasm. Later,
as the lipids are digested, dictyosomes actively produce vesicles
which migrate and fuse with the plasmalemma releasing their contents
between the plasmalemma and cell wall. I speculate that the lipids
either act as a carbon source for resin production in the dictyosomes
or that both the dictyosome products and lipids are precursors of the
resin. After the resin or its precursors are deposited outside the
plasmalemma they move into large intercellular channels between the
secretory cells. These channels form a route for movement to the
surface where the cuticle, or occasionally the cuticle and the outer
wall layer, balloon out and split, releasing the secretory product.

17.A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF LEAF INITIATION IN GERMINATING JACK PINE SEEDS.
Robert A. Cecich, Ames. Embryos of germinating seeds of Pinus banksiana
were studied with the specific goal of describing the initiation of the
first leaf primordium. It appears on the flank of the apex at 76 hours
post-imbibition. DNA synthesis and mitosis in apical nuclei were
correlated with leaf initiation. Storage protein bodies were conspicuously absent from the shoot apex, but were found throughout the rest of
the embryo and female gametophyte. Fine structure observations of
apical cells show an abundance of lipid bodies and other organelles
during this time. Other evidence will be presented to correlate
changes in the apex with leaf initiation.
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1s. STUDIES ON CHEMICAL CONTROL OF BUD FORMATION IN STEM SEGMENTS OF
MARYLAND MAMMOTH TOBACCO CULTURED IN VITRO. Thomas D. Hillson* and
Clifford E. LaMotte, Ames. Chemical control of the expression of the
floral state has been accomplished in tissue cultures of tobacco by
Wardell and Skoog and Aghion-Prat, but not in a variety widely used in
studies of photap~riodism. Stem segments excised from flowering and
vegetative plant's '·of Nicotiana tabacum, cv. 'Maryland Mammoth', a shortday plant, were cultured on media containing various levels of auxin and
cytokinin and under photoperiodic cycles inductive and non-inductive of
flower initiation. The buds ,l"/Ve counted and their floral or vegetative
state determined by dissectio'h.

19.

HORMONAL CONTROL OF APICAL DOMINANCE IN SOYBEAN SEEDLINGS. Wayne Edwards
and Clifford E. LaMotte, Ames. Apical dominance in Hawkeye soybeans was
studied by applying exogenous growth regulators, alone and in combinations, to apical stumps of decapitated, 17-day old seedlings and directly to cotyledonary buds of such seedlings left intact. The 17-day stage
is characterized by a lack of detectible mitotic activity in the cotyledonary buds. Development of cotyledonary buds was monitored by length
and weight measurements. The growth substances tested were IAA, gibberellic acid (GA3), and N-6-benzyladenine. Results confirmed and extended
those described earlier by Ali and Fletcher.

20. MICROSPOROGENESIS IN NORMAL AND CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILE PEPPER (Capsicum annum L.). Harry T. Horner, Jr. and Milton A. Rogers*, Ames. A
comparative developmental study of anthers from normal and cytoplasmic
male sterile lines of pepper was carried out at the light and electron
microscope levels to determine differences leading to abortion in the
sterile line. Microsporogenesis in the normal line is comparable to
most other dicots. The tapetum differentiates prior to meiosis, is of
the secretory type with dense cytoplasm, becomes binucleate at meiosis
I, and remains intact and peripheral until the vacuolate pollen stage
at which time it degenerates. The tapetum of the sterile line also
differentiates early similar to the normal line tapetum. However, at
meiosis, the sterile line tapetal cells begin to vacuolate and enlarge.
Sterile line sporogenous cells become surrounded by callose and undergo
meiosis to form microspore tetrads. By this time the tapetum is hi ghly
vacuolate and enlarged. No further development of microspore tetrads
takes place . The tapetum continues to enlarge as anther development
proceeds and the tetrads are compressed to form a centr a l mass. The
enlarged and vacuolated tapetal cells surrounding the mass retain
their identity for some time. As secondary wall thickenings occur in
the parietal tissues (comparable to the normal vacuolate pollen stage
and later) the indistinguishable remains of the tapetum and mass are
left as remnants in each locule. Fine structure observations from both
lines will be presented .
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21.

SPOROGENESIS IN THE MYXOMYCETE PHYSARELLA OBLONGA-ORDER PHYSARALES.
Donald B. Bechtel, Ames. A developmental study was conducted at the
macro- and microscopic levels on the yellow form of Physarella oblonga.
The sporangia were obtained from pure cultures grown on an oat-agar
medium maintained under constant conditions. The different stages of
development were observed directly or prepared for microscopy. Development of sporangia at the macroscopic level was based on size, shape,
and color characteristics, while at the microscopic level development
of sporangia was based on four phases of the cytoplasm: l)plasmodial
stage, 2)nuclear degeneration stage, 3)cleavage stage, 4)spore formation stage. Sporangial initiation occurs when protoplasmic enlargements form in the strands of the plasmodium. Each young sporangium
enlarges until a depression forms on the upper surface. This depression
deepens to form a thimble-shaped structure, at which time a stalk, the
sporangiophore, develops and elongates, elevating the sporangium above
the medium. At the light and electron microscopic levels, the plasmo dial stage of sporangial development begins with the onset of the protoplasmic enlargements and continues until a time just prior to sporangiophore elongation. During this stage the cytoplasm changes from
a highly lobed form with many intercytoplasmic channels to a solid
uniform phase. The solid cytoplasmic phase marks the beginning of the
nuclear degeneration stage during which a number of nuclei undergo a
patterned sequence of degeneration. The solid cytoplasm, with vacuoles
containing the remnants of the degenerated nuclei, then undergoes
cleavage resulting in membrane bound spheres, each containing a single
nucleus. The spore formation stage is marked by spore walls being laid
down around each membrane bound protoplasmic sphere and by the appearance of synaptonemal complexes in each nucleus of a sphere. The spores
then undergo maturation completing the process of sporogenesis.

22.

SPORE GERMINATION OF CERATOPTERIS THALICTROIDES BRONGN. (PARKERIACEAE).
A. G. Endress, Iowa City. Germination of spores of Ceratopteris
thalictroides were examined by light and scanning electron microscopy.
Germination is accomplished by rupture of the spore wall at the trilete
markings with partial protrusion of a large, bulbous cell. Subsequent
cell divisions produce rhizoids laterally and a prothallial initial.
This apical area remains one-dimensional for a short period of time.
The entire gametophyte soon becomes two-dimensional with numerous
rhizoids. The manner of germination is compared to the tripolar
germination of the Hymenophyllaceae.
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1.

BASIC FLOWERING "STRATEGIES ON TALL-GRASS PRAIRIES. Robert Cruden,
Iowa City. The tall-grass forbs and grasses on Gayler Prairie in Iowa
can be divided into three groups: 1) species that are emergents, with
flowers well above the surrounding vegetation, 2) species with flowers
located in the canopy of the surrounding vegetation, and 3) species
with flowers well below the canopy of the surrounding vegetation.
Included in the first group are the wind pollinated species and numerous forbs present in. l:ow densities. In group 2 are species present in
high densities locally'. Group 3 plants also are present in high
densities locally. For wind pollinated species it is necessary to be
above the surrounding vegetation. Plants present a low densities could
not be located easily by pollinators if they were in the canopy, but as
emergents are highly visible. The flowers of plants with high densities, either in or below the canopy are visible since they are close
together, and thus can be located by pollinators.

2. THE FLOWERING PHENOLOGY AND POLLINATION OF PRAIRIE LEGUMES.
Robert Stabenow, Iowa City. The initial phase of this study was the
gathering of data pertaining to the anthesis of the various prairie
legumes. Simultaneously with this, observations were also made to
establish what, if any, were the major biotic pollinators. The objective was to relate the interactions of the plant species and the biotic
pollinators. The different "strategies" of the legumes (i.e. Melittophilous pollination, mess and soil pollination, etc.) were related to
the activities of the biotic vectors. A more efficient use of pollinators occurred as a result of the temporal sequence of anthesis over the
entire growing season. The basic floral syndromes, which enable the
biotic nectars to recognize and turn onto the next legume in the
temporal sequence, (i.e. floral shape, type of food supplied, growth
form of plant, etc.) were involved in the temporal sequence of
anthesis.

3. LIFE FORMS, PHOTOSYNTHETIC PATHWAYS, AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE IN TALLGRASS PRAIRIES. Patricia Werner and William J. Platt, Iowa City. The
complex array of plant species found in tall-grass prairie may be
organized into two types of associations based upon life forms of the
dominant plants. The vegetation is then seen as patches of "spreaders"
and "canopy" type plant associations. These structural differences in
patches also parallel functional differences, sinc e most qf the
"spreaders" possess the C4 photosynthetic mechanism, while the
"canopy" type do not. Applying the recent hypothesis that C4 plants
are avoided by herbivores, the significance of relative sizes of the
patches under different regimes of moisture, fire, grazing, and mowing,
becomes evident in explaining total prairie community function.
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4.

SOME EFFECTS OF GRAZING UPON TALL-GRASS PRAIRIE PLANT COMMUNITIES.
Edwin L. Freese and William J. Platt, Cedar Falls and Iowa City. The
effects of grazing stress upon prairie plant community structure and
composition in a large kettlehole in Dickinson County, Iowa, were
determined. The plant community was found to contain both prairie and
ruderal components. The complexity of the plant community, as measured
by species diversity, was independent of the slope and was much higher
than the diversity of ungrazed prairie in the same county. However,
the biomass was greatly reduced due to grazing. The biomass increased
from a low at the rim to a high at the bottom of the kettlehole.
Grazing appears to have increased species diversity by opening space
due to the cropping of the dominant prairie grasses and forbs. The
invasion of ruderal species, noticeable over the entire slope, was
greatest towards the bottom of the kettlehole. This indicated that the
effects are not restricted to quantitative changes, but involve the
optimal reproductive and growth strategies of plants in such a stressed
ecosystem.

5.

THE EFFECTS OF FIRE UPON TALL-GRASS PRAIRIE COMMUNITY STRUCTURE.
Gerald R. Hill and William J. Platt, Iowa City. A spring burn was conducted on Gayler Prairie, Dickinson County, Iowa, in April, 1972.
Standing crop biomass and species composition were monitored during the
growing season to determine if burning resulted in changes in the community structure. During the growing season samples were collected
from upland and lowland areas, and in the burned and unburned portions
of these areas. Quantitative data suggests that burning has caused a
dramatic increase in the dominance of native prairie grasses
(Andropogon and Sorgastrum). A corresponding decrease in Poa pratensis
was noted on both upland and lowland regions. The species diversity
increased in the burned areas compared to the unburned areas. Standing
crop biomass was significantly higher on the burned area by the end of
the growing season. The burning appears to have increased the complexity of the tall-grass prairie grass segment of the community, while
not affecting forbs significantly.

6. THE EFFECTS OF UNPREDICTABLE STRESSES UPON PLANT COMMUNITY STRUCTURE.
Jacquelyn G. White and William J. Platt, Iowa City. The plant corrmunities of three areas exposed to different envirornnental conditions were
studied during the summer of 1972. One area was the Coralville Reservoir
flood plain exposed to unpredictable flooding. A second area along the
Skunk River had been cultivated, but in recent years has had only limited grazing. The third area was a smal_l .prairie _in Story County; this
area was mowed annually for hay. It ;was found that the complexity of
the community structur·e, as measured by species diversity, was determined by the degree and predictability of the stress to which the
ecosystem is subjected. The more severe and unpredictable the disturbance, the more simplified will be the community structure. Native
species were replaced by ruderal species which were strong dominants in
th e floodplain of the Iowa River; these dominant species, while capable
of withstanding the s evere and unpredictable stress of periodic
flooding, were not highly organized into an interacting community. The
other areas, and especially the prairie, contained many more species
that were organized into more complex communities.
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7. THE COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF A DISTURBED PRAIRIE. I. Michael Weis,
Iowa City. The effects of various disturbances, such as overgrazing and
frequent mowing, can be seen in the plant connnunity structure of a disturbed area. A erfirie on the Lakeside Laboratory campus has been used
in the past for pasture and until recently was mowed annually to control
Cana dian thistle. The midsunnner mowing has decreased the amount of
litter present, thus eliminating an important buffer element in the
community. Past overgrazing has resulted in a net loss of topsoil and
presumably nutrients. Though many prairie species are still present,
the dominant species are invader s , Paa pratensis and Cirsium arvense.
The diversity of the plant connnunity, while much higher than that in an
old-field, is lower than that on Cayler Prairie. It is likely that th e
diversity of insects has also been affected, although the diversity of
mannnals, particularly rodents, does not seem to be different from that
of the prairie. Other studies indicate that short-term disturbances
of prairies do not have the large effects found on Lakeside Laboratory
prairie. Overgrazing, the absence of fire, and midsurrmer mowing,
appear to have altered the equilibrium conditions such that invading
species are favored over tall-grass prairie species.
8 . THE DYNAMIC COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF TALL-GRAS S PRAIRIE COMMUNITIES.
William J. Platt, Iowa City. Tall-grass prairie plant connnunities in
northwestern Iowa are characterized by many species. These are known to
be distributed according to various physical factors such as slope and
moisture content of the soil. Also at any given time of the growing
season and on a give n area only some of the species are present. The
species associations present change during the year, both in accordance
with the phenology and as a result of the photosynthetic pathwa1s of the
species. This seasonal patterning interacts with the life forms of the
plants to produce a dynamic structural organization. This organization
is molded by key abiotic factors, such as fire, and by biotic factors,
such as pollination or herbivory. When subjected to severe and unpredictable perturbations, the complexity of the connnunity structure
decreases greatly, and a new equilibrium results from an altered set of
e nvironmental conditions. However, the key interactions maintaining
the high degree of complexity on mature prairies are internal to the
system. These are critical in the maintenance of a stable, but dynamic
structure in tall-grass prairie plant communities.

9.STATUS OF COUNTY COMMITTEES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL OR CONSERVATION EDUCATION
IN IOWA. Bernard L. Clausen, Cedar Falls. Iowa has pioneered in the establishment of a cooperative approach to improvement of conservation end environmental education at the county level. A mail survey of the 99 counties in Iowa was conducted during December 1972. Fifty-eight counties
responded as having such committees, all of which have some affiliation
with a Soil Conservation District. The survey sought information on committee membership and the two major projects undertaken by the committee.
Membership of some committees includes only Soil Conversation District
Commissioners, while others are composed of a teacher representative from
each public and private school district in the county. Various agencies
and organizations cooperate with the committees in consultative and supportive roles. Major committee activities recorded by the survey include
production of curriculum materials, development of outdoor laboratories,
holding county conservation field days and sponsoring contests.

l 5
10 .

DEVELOPING A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD AROUND US -- A PROGRESS
REPORT. Stanley Davidson* , Ames. A small group of faculty members at
Iowa State University are working to put to9ether in publication form
an inteqrated approa ch to ecological conservation for the youth audience. The authors recognize that their approach toward helpin g young
people become aware of and start to understand the inter-relationships
of man, animals, plants, soil and water needs to be specific enough to
help them see examples around them. The authors are centerinq their
approach on habitats in the Des Moines River valley using a land area
that is close at hand and used by large numbers of yo uth the year round
to cite specific examp les. Yet it is hoped that the transfer can easily
be made to other areas of Iowa. The publication will include approaches
from several disciplines including soil, water, geoloqy, botany, forestry , wild-life, entomology and climatology. It is to in clude a section
to help its readers develop a conservation attitude consistent with 20th
cen tury resource understandin g and the needs of today's people.

11 . PRELIMINARY IDEAS FOR FORAYS IN IOWA,

Peter C, Petersen, Davenport,
The idea of renewing a foray program in Iowa was brough t f orth in a
paper presented at last year 's Academy meeting at Iowa City , The
purpose of such forays will be to survey and record as many components
of the ecosystem as possible at a given locale, A committee of the
Conservation Section has bean corresponding and a consensus of their
opinions will be presented, It is hoped that a f oray can be planned
for 1974,

12. MAN/,GE.\\ENT OF PRESERVE AREAS FO~: PUBLIC USE.

F,dw~rd T. C:J.V1le:,,
Dubuque . A r eview of the func tions of prene rves and D discus sion of
poszible confli~ts in alto? rna tlve tJpes of utilization •.'\n evalu2.tlon
of tl,e disturbance r'::sul t1.ng fr:11!1 th.-i p~ss ive r e crea t.i.nn 11hi ch is
pe rr.1i t t e:'. in pre se rve are•is , and u comparison of the effects of
intensive ver SU}, ext ensive us age on th-, t o t al pr.eserve . A series of
mane.eemen t strategie3 including: interpre tive centers, guid e:l field
trips, g uide books and r e cordin 6 s, labeled trails, an:l mar;ced tra i l s
will be desc ribe:l and evaluE. t e.:l .

13 . A STATE PRESERVE S SYSTEM INVENTORY AND A PRELIMINARY POTENTIAL NATURAL
K. M. Madden, Indiano l a, Iowa
AREA LISTI NG .
Proper mana gement of Preserves Syst em natural areas is essential
to obtain the most important uses for public benefit. Numerous unique
natura l areas under governmental and private ownership and management
have the potentiality for hi ghe r public bene fit if protected by the
provisions of the Stat e Preserves Law . The location of dedicated
State Preserves, poten tia l natural area type site additions and
cer tain limitations are shown. The State Preserves Adviso r y Board ' s
powers, du ties and ph i losoph y re gardin g natural a re a lo cation , s ele ction ,
protection a nd uti l ization a re discussed.
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14. NATURAL AREAS OWNED BY THE IOWA CHAPTER OF THE NATURE CONSERVANCY.

Myrle M. Burk, Waterloo. The Iowa Chapter of the Nature Conservancy,
since its organization in 1963, has acquired eight areas totaling 293
acres. These relatively primitive areas, which include woodlands, prairies, a bog, and a prairie with kettleholes, have been obtained by donations and bequests of money, by gift and by lease. People throughout
the state and adjoining states, have responded generously to appeals for
funds. Others, particularly students, have aided in repair and maintenance; local contacts over see the areas. The preserves are available
for research and nature study; permission may be obtained from local
contacts and members of the Board of Trustees.

1s. MARSH MANAGEMENT AND WILDLIFE POPULATIONS. Richard A. Bishop, Ron Andrews* and Rock Bridges*. Many natural marshes were purchased by the
State Conservation Commission to provide valuable wetland wildlife habitat and to preserve a remnant of the vast prairie marsh country of
northern and northwest Iowa . To ensure the maximum benefits to wildlife species and to the sportsman, management of marsh vegetation was
mandatory. Marshes are best managed on an individual basis and most
areas require water control. Water levels are drawn down in early
spring to establish dominant stands of emergent vegetation. Waterfowl
breeding densities varied with amount of open water and emergent vegetation. Populations of furbearing animals and marsh birds also fluctuated with different vegetational stages of marshes. The management
of natural marshes has been geared to provide the maximum benefits for
wildlife reproduction and its harvest in conjunction with social-political demands. Upland management around these marshes also influences
the reproductive success of nesting waterfowl. Marsh managementis not
an exact science but rather an intricate balance of many complex factors which have to be manipulated with the desires of man.

16. NON-IIJNTING USE ON IC~A 'S WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS. Dean Dalziel, *
Manchester. The wildlife section of the Iowa Conservation Commission
has approximately 250,000 acres of land under management within the
state . This land consists of over 250 seperate tracts that range from
a few acres to several thousand acres in size. Management priorities
have been established according to land use capabilities, and the
particular fish and wildlife needs of the area. Specific objectives
are established for each individual site. Secondary uses that are
compatible with fish and wildlife management interests are given
consideration whenever feasible. Usage that could be of a detrimental
nature is carefully regulated or prohibited entirely. Survey results
indicate that nearly 60% of the total public use on Iowa's state-owned
wildlife management areas is of a non-hunting nature. Principal t ypes
of non-hunting use are: fishing, sightseeing, birdwatching, boating,
hiking, camping, and nature study. The areas are being used more
frequently as outdoor education centers by public school ~ and colleges.
Funds for the acquisition, development, and management of these areas
are provided by fishermen and hunters through the purchase of hunting
and fishing licenses, and through federal excise taxes levied on their
supplies and equipment.
•
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17. T:-ili r:..:;;JiRY s . CO]jARi) I:..VffiOi::~:J:TAL RE.SZIUCI'. ;,,,:iz.:1 OC" G1m:m~LL C0LLJ!DE .
Benj amin i-' . Graham, Grinnell College. Dedicated in 1969, t h is J65-

acre outdoor laboratory adds a new dL~ens ion of d iversity for environmental study and research in Central Ioua. Embracing more than a
quarter mile of t he Horth Skunk River and lacus trine vegetation, it
supports, also, extensive natural hardwood stands with spectacular
wildflower displays, harduood and coniferous plantations, both natural
and planted prairie, the beginnine s of an arboretum, and a recently
completed 11+-acre lake for aquatic studies.

18. THE DECORAH ICE CAVE PRESERVE. James Hedges and Geo rg e Knudson, Decorah.
The Decorah Ice Cave has been found qua lified for dedication as a
State Preserve because it has geological uniqueness, historical importanc e , scenic interest, and fauna unknown elsewhe r e . The cave is th e
largest known glaciere in North America east of th e Rocky Mo unt a ins
and has figured prominently in the literature on glacieres since 1870,
achieving an international reput at ion during th e l as t quart er of the
19th century. Although the mechanism of und e rground i ce formation had
been the subject of much international speculation since 1586, the
first extended scientific observations leading to a logical explanation
were made by young Alois Kovarik in Decorah in 1897-98 and thus established this cave as the type example of sta tic glacieres in No rth
America. Kovarik later became a nuclear physicist of world renown.
A mec hanism has recently bee n proposed to account for th e formation
during glacial periods of this and other i ce caves in Iowa. A de tail ed
description of 80 feet of a sec tion of the Ga lena strata exposed at
the cave has been prepar ed using the recently described id e ntification
techniques of Leverson and Gerk. The cave contains insects found nowhere else in North America. It, along with several other caves and
interesting geological features is included in a sc enic tract of 2.7
acres now includ ed in the State Preserves System.

19.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES ON THE UPPER IOWA RIVER. W. K. Seitz,
Ames. In 1972 an 86-mile segment of the Upper Iowa River in Howard,
Winneshiek, Allamakee Counties, Iowa became part of the national wild
and scenic rivers system (P. L. 90-542). Because of the river's significance as a quality natural area unique to Iowa, close attention should
be placed on management objectives that will protect and enhance the
values which caused it to be included in the national wild and scenic
rivers system. Management objectives should include l) maintaining the
Upper Iowa's free-flowing condition, 2) maintaining or enhancing water
quality, 3) protecting scenic, recreational, fish and wildlife, historic, and other similar resources, and 4) providing opportunities for
river-oriented recreation which are consistent with protection of the
river and its environment . Specific management goals in areas of recreation, fish and wilflife, land use and water quality should be consistent with criteria established in the Act. To make meaningful management decisions, effort should be made to collect and integrate all
known data concerning recreational use of the river and its banks, present and future land use patterns in the Upper Iowa watershed, and landowner-user relationships.
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20. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS IN THE PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
NATURAL AREAS IN THE IOWA RIVER GREEN BELT. Homer D. Ca l kins, * Iowa
Falls. The Iowa River Green Belt in Hardin County, Iowa offers unique
natural areas containing flora dating to the glacial era . Preservation
of this river corridor has been one of the prime objectives of the
Hardin County Conservation Board for the past fifteen years. The problem, encountered in this preservation program, have had as their focal
point public ignorance of these areas and lack of recognition of their
value to the future . A comprehensive education program is being carried on which is providing a positive reaction to entended public control for a better environmental future.
21.THE ICMA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PARISH FARM-A WORKING MODEL. Harry T.
Horner, Jr., Ames. The Iowa Academy of Science Parish Farm was bequeathed to the Academy in 1954 by Dr. Jessie A. Parish, a long-time
member of the Academy. Upon the death of her husband in 1960, the 240
acre farm near Reinbeck, became a working part of the Academy. It was
the desire of Jessie Parish, in her will, that the farm provide income
for the Academy and should not be sold for at least 75 years(year 2035),
During the past 13 years the Academy has struggled with various concepts
of how the Farm could best serve its purposes, From 1960 to 1971 the
Farm provided income through cash rent leases. In 1971, forces within
the Academy led to the concept of a model farm - one which would provide
optimum income yet allow for the incorporation of contemporary farming
and non-farming conservation practices, With the help of a professional
farm management service, a new tenant, and Academy membership, the Academy has rapidly progressed toward developing a model farm by improving
the farming operation; removing useless buildings; planting a native
prairie; developing the woodlot; and setting several short- and longrange goals, The Academy is now able to support some of its programs
from the Farm income and yet use part of the income to finance Farm
projects. Eventually, portions of the Farm, such as the woodlot and
native prairie, will be available as outdoor class areas for educational
use by Iowa schools. Likewise, the development of terraces and other
modern farm practices will serve as a model for the area, In essence,
the present plan of the Academy for its Farm is--total environmental
management and operation to secure a state of continuing harmony between
man and the land.
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1.

A COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE DECOMPOSITION KINETICS OF POLY
(VINYL CHLORIDE). Joseph D. Danforth and John A. Bloom*
Grinne ll College, Grinnell, Iowa 50112. KinetTc data for
the decompo s ition of Poly (vinyl chloride) were fit to diff e r ential equations derived from a modified zipper mechani sm . The development of a recursive linear program for use
on an IBM360 compute r allowed an accurate evaluation of cons tants in the equations. For each decomposition run, the
program provided its own first estimates on the values of
the c onstants. This elimi nated all manual data analysis
and minimized computation time. These initial parameters
were refined by an error inspection technique until the
mathematically generated rate curve agreed maximally with
experimental results.

2.

THE DECOMPOSITION OF CARBONATES BY DIFFERENTIAL PYROLYSIS
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY. Joseph D. Danforth, John Bloom*, and
Laura David''', Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa, 50112. A
new analytical method which we have named Differential Pyrol y sis Ga s Chromatography (DPGC) has been used for a study
of carbona tes. In DPGC a few milligrams of a solid is heated at regularly increasing temperatures. Volatile products
ar e periodically sampled on a regular schedule by routing
carrie r gas through the heated sample chamber. The products are swept into a column whe re they are separated and
appear as peaks on the recorder paper. The series of product peaks appearing as a function of time (temperature) is
reproducibl e and is characteristic of the sample.

3.

THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF u3o8_2 PHASE. Alexander T. Chang and
Raymond J. Ackermann,* Mount Vernon. A thermodynamic investigation of
the u1o8 phas~ 6from 840K to 1450K with oxygen partial pressures
ranging r~om 10 to l atm. was obtained by a thermogravimetric, gasequilibration method. Numberical values of the partial molar free
energy of molecular oxygen, and the standard free energy of formation of
the U1 o8 _ phase were calculated for various compositions and temperatures. fhe defect structure of the substoichiometric U O at low
temperature and/or high oxygen partial pressure is randoMl~ distributed,
doubly charged oxygen vacancies. However, at high temperature and/or
low oxygen partial pressure, i.e., greater departure from stoichiometry,
a reordering of the uranium sublattice appears to occur. The z-dependwas
ence of the standard free energy of formation of solid UJ)
determined and hence a more accurate recalculation of th~ ~t~ndard free
energy of formation of the gaseous uo 3 was made via the reaction,
l + z
1/3 u3o8 _2 (s) + - 6 - o2 (g)

➔

uo 3 (g)
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4.

ANALYSIS OF COPPER ARTIFACTS USING SPARK SOURCE MASS SPECTROGRAPHY.
Charles D. Shuey and Arnold M. Friedman,* Mount Vernon. Copper samples
have been analyzed for trace elements on the spark source mass spectrometer, utilizing a new technique which allow~ the use of samples as .
small as one hundred milligrams. The analysis can be used to _det:rm,ne
the type of ore from which an artifact was produced by ~ompar1ng 1ts
impurity concentrations to those of a known sample. This proce~ure of
tracing copper can be used to unfold some of the secrets of ancient
civilizations.

5. TRANSITION ME TAL COMPLEXES OF 2 , 6 , 7 - TRIOXA - l - PHOSPHABICYCLO[2 . 2 .l]HEPTANE . L . Vande Griend * and J . G . Verkade ,
Ames . Severa l metal coordination complexes of the title
compound I have been prepared for a study of its coordina tion properties . The ligand , synthesized by the transes terification of trimethyl phosphite with glycerol , is un usually cons t rai ned and i ts chemistry with transi ti on
meta l s and BH J re fl ects th i s fact .
Its sigma basicity tends
to be decreased and its pi acidity increased compared to
other a l ky l phosphites . Vari ous ligand substituted t r ansi tion meta l carbonyls show high carbonyl stretching fre quencies when compared to ana l ogous complexes with open
chain phosphites or even the less strained caged phosph i te
II . Cis - Mo ( CO) . (I) 2 and Mo(CO ) 5 (I) , for example , show in creases in the CO stretching frequencies of up to 30 cm- 1
when com~ared to the analogous open - chain li g and complexes .
A 183 W- 3 P spin - spin coupling constant for the monosubsti tuted compound , W(CO) 5 (I) wil l be reported and its signifi cance in terms of the bonding to tungsten discussed .

II

I

6. PREPARATION AND COORDINATION PROPERTIES OF ORTHO - PHENYLENE BIS - DIALKOXYPHOSPHINES . J . H . Meiners and J . G . Verkade ,
Ames . The title compounds have been found to che l ate
+
forming such comp l exe s as Mo(co i. (Chelate) , Ag (Chelate)z 1
Co(Che l ate) 3 + 3 and Co(Chelate) 3 1 • The last comround is
five - coordinate with one phosphorus unattached to the metal .
~

P(OR)2

~ P(OR)2

R

Me or Et
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Some e vidence for a pseudo Michaelis - Arbuzov reac ti on of
the type shown below has bee n found in which t he che l ate
atta i ns a negati ve charge .

[o?;]
I

Br
M+
2

( RO ) 2

7.

MONOTHIOOXALATE: ITS PREPARATION AND METAL COMPLEXES. M.
Leitheiser* and D. Coucouvanis, Iowa City. Anionic coordination complexes of the potentially bifunctional chelate
ligand, dithiooxalate (CzSzOz2-), have been ex t ens ively
studied in our laboratory. We have recently synthesized th e
corresponding monothiooxalate derivative, (Cz03s2-), and
this paper is concerned with its preparation and a preliminary study of its coordination complexe s with
metal ions. Aqueous solutions of the anionic metal monothiooxalate upon addition o f larg e cations afford precipitates of the general stoichiometry M(L)nn-cc+)n. These
complexes, which can be obtained in c r ys t al l ine form, show
infrared spectra consistent with S-0 chelation. Th e inert
counterions that accompany th e complex anions can be
replaced by coordinatively unsatur ated Lewis acids s uch as
Ag(PPh3)3Cl or Cu(PPh3) 3 C1. The structure and properties of
these compl exes will be discussed.

s . ANALYTICAL QUALITY CONTROL (AQC) PROGRAMS rn THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY. H. G. Brown, E.P.A. Laboratory, Kansas City. A
two-part Analytical ~uality Control (AQC) pro~ram developed by the
Environmental Protection Agency provides its services without charge
to all interested university, academic, federal, state, local, private,
or industrial laboratories. The AQC program strongly emphasizes proper
analytical quality control in every phase of sampling and analysis; it
consists of a Methods and Performance Section as well as a Reference
Sample program. The Methods and Performance Section conducts roundrobin studies designed to evaluate specific analytical methods for water
and wastes. A confidential code number i dentifies each participating
laboratory in these studies. When the studies are completed, a formal
evaluation of the results is sent to each participant. The Reference
Sample program furnishes reference standards to all interested
laboratories. Reference standards are designed solely to benefit the
individual laboratory by serving as independent checks on reagents,
instruments, as well as comparative analyses within the laboratory. No
formal reports are prepared and there are no requirements that E. P.A.
standard methods be used in the reference analyses. Reference samples
are now available in several concentration levels for Nutrient Analyses,
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Demand Analyses, Mineral Analyses, Nitrilotriacetic Acid (NTA), Mercury
Analyses, and Trace Metals. The AQC program offers the opportunity to
~ interested laboratory to implement, without cost, active
analytical quality controls, while requiring no further corrmitment from
the member laboratories.
9. ANALYS IS OF COPPER -GOLD ALLOYS; Rober t J. Hofe r and Robert Z. Bachman,*
Ame s.
Copper- gold alloy s amples , originating from a s tudy of change s
in phys ical proper ti es a s gold i s added t o copper , were recei ved fo r
an a lys i s. As the elect ri cal and ela s tic prope r ti es change quite
marked ly wi t h inc r ea si ng go l d concentration (especia l ly near 15 at .%
go ld ) i t wa s nece s sa r y t o h ave very accurate re su lt s. A selecti ve
gravimet ri c pr ocedur e f or dete r mining go ld a s the metal i s reported .
Go l d pr ec i pita tes wer e checked for inclu s ion s o f copper by a
s pectro phot ome tri c procedure . An y gold which might ha ve been soluble
was se para t ed from copper by use o f i on-e xc hange r esi n , XAD - 7 , and
was subsequen tl y determin ed spect r ophotometrically . The copper wa s
det ermined by elec trolys i s.

10. A LOW-TEMPERATURE DIGESTION METHOD FOR FISH FLESH AND SEDIMENTS PRIOR
TO MERCURY ANALYSIS. H. G. Brown and C. P. Hensley,* E.P.A. Laboratory,
Kansas City. A 16-hour (overnight), acid-digestion procedure, conducted
at 60°C, has been developed to prepare fish flesh and sediments for
total mercury analysis. A 5-gram aliquot is treated with 10 mls. of
36 N H2S04 and 10 mls. of 16 N HN03. KMn04 crystals are added with
constant stirring until a slight excess of permanganate is achieved.
The sample is then digested for 16 hours at 60°C in a water bath,
maintaining a slight permanganate excess in the solution. Following
the digestion, the sample is cooled to ambient temperature and diluted
to a total volume of 500 mls. Total mercury concentrations are
determined by the Hatch and Ott flameless atomic absorption method.
Recoveries of mercuric chloride spikes added to 56 specimens from 15
fish species and to 14 sediment samples averaged 97.4% and 98.7%,
respectively; recoveries of methyl mercuric chloride spikes added to
42 specimens from 12 fish species and to 10 sediment samples averaged
94.8% and 98.7%, respectively. This digestion procedure yields
excellent inorganic and organic mercury spike recoveries, requires a
minimum of digestion apparatus, is carried out at low temperatures, and
is suited for rapid handling of large numbers of samples.
11.HEAVY METALS REMOVAL FROM TWO BASIC TYPES OF MUNICIPAL SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANTS. G. L. McKinney,* H. G. Brown, C. P. Hensley ,* and
J. L. Robinson,* E.P.A. Laboratory, Kansas City. Throughout the period
from July, 1971, to July, 1972, the municipal sewage treatment plants
in Sioux City, Iowa, and Grand Island, Nebraska, were monitored for the
efficiency of heavy metals removal. The populations served by these
plants were 86,000 and 32,000 for the Sioux City and Grand Island
plants, respectively; over the year-long study, the average daily flow
rates were 15 mi 11 ion ga 11 ons per day (MGD) and 5 MGD, respectively.
The Sioux City plant depends on primary treatment with sludge digestion ;
the Grand Island facility utilizes activated sludge secondary treatment.
Composite samples from the influent, effluent, and sludge were
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homogenized, digested with aqua regia, and analyzed by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry for cadmium, chromium, copper, zinc, and lead. Total
mercury was determined by a modified Hatch and Ott procedure. The
efficiency of removal of these six heavy metals is presented. Copper
and chromium were much more efficiently removed in the activated sludge
secondary treatment process. Heavy metals removal was exponentially
dependent on suspended solids removal. An evaluation is made of heavy
metals removal by current municipal waste treatment technology.
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1.

A CONVENIENT GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC FRACTION COLLECTION PROCEDURE COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER SPECTRAL METHODS OF IDENTIFICATION . Joanne L. Witiak*
and Gregor A. Junk, Ames. Collection of gas chromatographic fractions
was carried out at room temperature. The trapping device consisted of
a glass capillary (1.6-1.8 rm, x 70 mm) packed with 8 - 12 mg of a
commercial 80/100 mesh macroreticular resin . A variety of organic
compounds with boiling points of 100°C and greater were collected with
greater than 70% efficiency. IR and NMR spectra were obtained by
eluting directly into the IR cell or NMR tube with carbon tetrachloride .
UV spectra were obtained by eluting with hexane or 95 % ethanol. Mass
spectra were obtained by direct insertion of the resin containing the
collected fraction.

2.

A STUDY OF THE SELF- ASSOCIATION OF CYCLOPENTANOL THROUGH

HYDROGEN - BONDING . P . E. Rider , R. L. LaFrentz , * J . G.
Macmillan , * R. D. Byl , * and B. J . Wenzel , * Cedar Falls .
The experi mental techniques of NMR spectroscopy , near inf r ared spectroscopy , dipole moment measureme n t , and
refractive index measurement were used to study the
polymeric species formed by cyclopentanol in dilute solutio n s of cc1 4 . Several methods were used in an attempt to
characterize the number of units in the po l ymer and th e
nat u re of the po l ymer (cyclic or linear hydrogen bonds) .
A dime r - monome r equil i brium was assumed and the data were
f i tted to this model in order to determine consistency
among the methods . Indications were that a l i near di mer
wi th only one hydrogen bond forms in dilute solutions .
3.

INTERMEDI ATE S I N TH E RE ACT ION OF RM gX WITH CH 3NOz.

S. Waw zonek a nd J . Vern Ke mp*, Iowa Cit y . Semi-quantitative
st~dy of_ (1) th~ variat i on in y ield of dialky lhydro xylamines with vary in g am ounts of Grignard r e ag e nt, (2) gases
evolved a nd (3) ne utral compounds forme d ind i cat e th a t the
followin g intermedi a tes a re inv olve d in the form a tion of th e
di a lkylhydroxylamines .
R
CH 3No 2
R
I

CH 3N- OH
RR
ROH
R ( -H)

RM gBr ►

I

CH 3~+-OMg Br

_,,/4..,

0-

~lg:r
CHz=~--0
i m-1gBr
RCH 2~-OH
R

+ RH
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4.

INVF.STIGATION OF COM3INED REOOCTICN-ACYLATION REACTIONS.

James K. Wood.

Onaha. The conversion of a carbonyl function to the acetate of the
corresponding alcohol is a two-step process involVing (step 1) the
reduction of the carbonyl to the alcohol and ( step 2) the acetylation
of the alcohol. Usually the alcohol is isolated before acylation. The
latter procedure has been shortened and the overall yield improved by
eliminating both the fonnation and isolation of the intermediate
alcohol in the reduction of aldehydes and ketones with lithium alumimun hydride. Instead of employing dilute acid or base for the
destruction of the excess hydride and the alko:xyaluminum ions, the
revised procedure employs an acetylating reagent for the work.-up of
the hydride reaction mixture to yield the acetate directly. Acstyl
chloride provides higher yields than acetic anhydride.

s. Purification and Investigation of the Reactions of Yeast
Transfer RNA Nucleotidyltransferase. Nathan M. Brooks and
Brian R. Reid*, Grinnell College and the University of California, Riverside.
As part of a study of the interactim
of yeast phenylalanyl tRNA synthetase and yeast phenylalanyl
tRNA, the enzyme that incorporates the mononucleotides AMP
and CMP into the 3'-terminal positions of tRNA was partially
purified from baker's yeast. Purification was achieved by
autolysis of yeast, followed by ammonium sulfate precipitation, dialysis, DEAE-Sephadex chromatography, CM-Sephadex
chromatography, and finally, concentration by ultrafiltration. The tRNA nucleotidyltransferase catalyzed incorporation of tritium-labelled AMP into tRNA molecules which had
their 3'-terminal AMP residues removed (tRNA-A) was studied.
Unfractionated tRNA-A and pure phenylalanyl-accepting
tRNA-A were found to give very similar rates of incorporation when incubated with the tRNA nucleotidyltransferase.

6.

AN INFRARED STUDY OF CO BINDING IN REJ:ONSTITUTED Hl<MOGLOBINS,
Sister Mary Clare O'Toole, Briar Cliff College, Sioux City, Iowa,
The purpose of this study was to determine the characteristics of
the infrared spectra of the carbonyl form of proto-, deutero-, meso-,
and diacetyl hemoglobins and to compare the data with studies of
heme carbonyls, The IR difference spectra (HbCo/metHb) were
recorded using 0. 025 mm CaF 2 cells which were maintained at ice
water temperature. The spectra of these HbCo's had only one sharp
band and the frequency of the band decreased from 1961 cm- 1 to
1951 cm-1 to 1948 cm-l to 1946 cm-1 when the 2,4-substituents varied
from acetyl to vinyl to hydro gen to ethyl, This is direct evidence
that the electron density at the CO qinding site in these proteins
(which is modified by the 2,4-substituents of the porphyrin) affects
the binding of the ligand to the iron. These results parallel the
cis effects which have been demonstrated in heme carbonyls.
°"(Supported in part by USP HS, Grant HE-13190.)
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.

A NEW AMINOACYL NUCLEOSIDE: AN ANALOG OF PUROMYCIN. V. Nair
and R.H. Walsh! Iowa City. Puromycin, a broad-spectrum
antibiotic with antitumor properties is an aminoacyl nucleoside that has been widely used to study protein biosynthesis. Work in our laboratory has been directed towards the
synthesis of some synthetic analogs of puromycin. These
analogs are "reversed" amino nucleosides which incorporate
new 4-deoxy-4-amino furanose sugars which we have synthesized within their structure. These analogs contain essentially all the features of puromycin necessary for biological activity, but are devoid of those components responsible
for its toxicity. The discussion Jlill deal mainly with the
chemical transformations and synthetic routes needed to
synthesize such analogs.
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1.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYTOPLANKTON EXPORTS AND STREAM BOTTOM AREA
IN SOME CENTRAL IOWA STREAMS. Clayton D. Swanson,•,, Ames. The relationship between phytoplankton and stream bottom area was studied on the
Skunk River, north of Ames, Iowa , during the summer of 1972. The
average amount of chlorophyll exported per day past each sampling
station was compared with the area of stream bottom upstream and the
benthic chlorophyll s tanding crop upstream. Additional comparisons
were made of s tream bottom area and chlorophyll export rates using
data from other studies of central Iowa streams. Results showed that
chlorophyll export rates were dependent up on stream bottom a rea and
benthic chlorophyll standing crop.

2.

A LIMNOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED AMES RESERVOIR. Roger W.
Bachmann, Ames. The projected limnological character of the proposed
Ames Reservoir was determined by comparing the morphometry of the
basin, the turnover time and the nutrient inflows with similar information on other lakes and reservoirs in Iowa. Due to its relatively
long turnover time (131 days), it will be more like a lake than a
reservoir in its general characteristics. On the basis of several
methods of calculation, it is anticipated that there will be at least
temporary periods of thermal stratification and loss of dissolved
oxygen in the deeper waters.
If the concentrations of plant nutrients
in the Skunk River remain at their present levels, heavy algal blooms
are predicted for the s ummer months. During periods of heavy algal
growths, water transparency will be less than 2 feet.

3.

A FISHERIES EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED AMES RESERVOIR. Craig L. Olson,
Ames. The fisheries potential of the proposed Ames Reservoir was
evaluated using past fish surveys on the Skunk River at Ames, Iowa,
certain physical aspects of the reservoir basin, and data from fish
surveys on present Iowa impoundments. If built, the reservoir will
inundate the only section of the Skunk River that provides sport fishing within a 20 mile radius of Ames, Iowa, but will provide an
increased water area capable of supporting a potentially large game and
rough fish population. Data from present Iowa impoundments indicate
that turnover rate, watershed-area ratio, and lake morphometry are the
most important variables in determining species composition in an
impoundment. The tailwater of the Ames Reservoir will not contribute
significantly to the reservoir fishery, primarily due to the lack of
suitable fish habitat in the river below the damsite.

*
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4.

5.

6.

SOME ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS ON WILDLIFE IN THE SKUNK RIVER
AREA. Michael K. Petersen,* Ames. During the Spring of 1972, data
was gathered on potential effects that the proposed Ames Reservoir
would have on wildlife of the area. The information came primarily
from landowner interviews, habitat analysis and evaluation and wildlife
census. Most landowners interviewed were opposed to the reservoir
because of potential economic losses and a close emotional attachment
to the land. Many use the area for hunting, trapping and for
aesthetic enjoyment of wild! ife. Estimates of the economic value of
wildlife averaged $174,292 in potential losses through this reservoir.
An average of 205,711 individuals of various wil d! ife species would be
eliminated . It was concluded 1) that a sincere respect for the landowners' attachment to the area should be given when planning this
reservoir; 2) that wildlife has intangeable, as wel 1 as, economic
values; and 3) that a certain amount of wildlife wi 11 be irreversibly
eliminated should the reservoir be constructed.
USEFUL VEGETATIVE CATEGORIES FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY IN
CENTRAL IOWA. Steven D. Cecil and Roger Q. Landers, Ames. Fifty
categories of vegetation and land surface features were established
for use in the Ames Reservoir Environmental Study. Recognizable
vegetation patterns in the study area formed the basis for deliniation
of the categories and the development of a dicotomous key. The categories were used to inventory 22 ,000 acres in Story County, Iowa
providing values for potential wildlife habitat, recreational use,
landscape appeal, timber, etc . and useful in assessing the environmental impact of a flood control reservoir.
CITIZEN'S ORGANIZATIONS AND THE PROTECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
James J. O'Toole, Ph.D.~ Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
and
David L. Trauger, Ph.D., U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries & Wi ldlif e,
Jamestown, North Dakota
Mounting citizen concern about environmental problems has given
rise to new issue-oriented organizations, and has also engendered
activism in many established organizations at the national and local
level. These organizations have infused new vigor and expertise into
the traditional arena of the conservation movement . In Iowa, citizens
joined forces and pooled resources to form the Iowa confederation of
Environmental Organizations, a coal it ion of local and statewide groups
concerned with environmental quality and promoting resource conservation. During 1970- 72, an aggressive program was initiated to survey
and investigate a broad spectrum of environmental issues and problems
confronting both Iowa and the nation. This paper describes the birth
and development of a successful citizens ' organization. The authors
discuss the new tools forged in the Congress and in the Courts pro viding viable opportunities for effective public voice io the decisionmaking process relating to natural resources and environmenta l qua! it y.
From the perspective of their experience , a synthesis of the fundamental
causes of our current environmental crisis is presented. A conceptual
model is described as an aid for integrating and understanding the many
aspects of an env ir onmental issue and the possible options avai l able to
its solution.
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LIMNO LOGICAL DEVELOPMEl'l'r OF BRIGG' S WOODS LAKE, HAMILTON COUNTY.

C.L. Christensen, J.K. Christensen and Ronald Craig, Webster City.
This study was conducted to monitor the chemical and physical
change of the lake during its growth and maturity. Chemical and
physical analysis were made monthly, except during winter, starting in 1968. Sp,:lcial samples were also taken and considered
fr om time to time during this five-year period. Information obtained indicates that the conditions of the lake have now become
stable and similar to those of natural lakes in the area. Little
e ,. 1trop:iication has been observed. The stable conditions found in
this lake appear to be due to the long period needed for water
exchange and to some degree to its sheltered location.

8. EACTERIAL AND NITRATE CONTAMINATION OF WELL WATER AS RELATED
TO TYPE OF WELL CONSTRUCTION, GEOLOGIC FORMATION AND PROXIMITY TO SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS. J. L. Tjostem, J. Young*and
C. Hoilien~ Seventy wells in Allamakee and Winneshiek counties were analyzed for nitrate and coliform bacteria. The
degree of contamination was related to type of well construction, aquifer tapped, proximity to sinkholes, feedlots, septic tank outflows and fertilized agricultural fields . The
water in all wells which were in the Galena Limestone out_
crop and not cased to the St. Peter Sandstone showed elevated nitrate. The average nitrate concentration in wells of
this group exceeded 40 mg/1. Nearly all wells of the group
were also contaminated with coliform bacteria. The water in
a group of wells from the same geographic area which were
cased to the St. Peter Sandstone averaged less than 1 mg/1
nitrate and was free of coliform contamination. These data
are interpreted as evidence that surface contamination enters the highl~ fractured Galena Limestone and penetrates
down into previously uncontaminated St. Peter Formation
through uncased wells piercing the protecting Decorah and
Glenwood shale aquicludes. This study supports a recommendation that new wells drilled through fractured limestone to
underlying aquifers be cased and grouted with cement to insure high quality well water and to protect underlying aquifers from surface pollution.

9 . AGE AND GROWTH OF SHOVELNOSE STURGEON, Scaphirhynchus platorynchus

(Rafinesque) IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. Don R. Helms. Anterior pectoral
fin rays and body measurements were collected from 110 shovelnose
sturgeon captured 29 October-5 November, 1971 in Pool 13 of the
Mississippi River. Fork length ranged from 7.4 to 23.7 inches and weight
ranged from 0.06 to 2.02 lbs. The length-weight relationship was
estimated as log 10 w= -4.292 + 3.307 log 10 FL with standard deviation for
the regression coefficients± .046 and! .038, respectively. Condition
factors (C) ranged from 9 to 17 with a mean of 11.6. Mean lengths at
time of capture were 8.9, 13.7, 18.9 and 22.0 inches for age groups O,
I, II, and II I.
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10.

SURVIVAL OF PEN-REARED RING-NECKED PHEASANTS RELEASED IN SOUTHEASTERN
IOWA. John F. May and Arnold 0. Haugen, Ames. A mass release of 2465
ring-necked pheasants at a single site in previously unoccupied range
in southeastern Iowa in the fall of 1970 was evaluated by studying
mortality, dispersal, reproduction, and population levels. The spring
cock population near the release site, sampled by crowing count surveys,
remained at the same level from 1971 to 1972. A 60% drop in the estimated hen population in the same area was accompanied by a change in winter sex ratios fran 4.1 hens/cock in 1971 (first winter following
release) to 1.5 in 1972. These changes were thought to have been due
to addition of young-of-the-year (74%) with an assumed sex ratio of 1:1.
Twenty-three percent of the nests found in 1971 were successful.
August roadside surveys and field observations showed that 71.4% of the
hens had broods in 1971, and the average brood of age 6 weeks or older
had 7.1.:!:_l.1 chicks. A few birds dispersed as far as 21.5 miles ilffilediately after release, but most stayed near the release site.
Radially-diverging crowing count surveys revealed an area of concentration of birds within 2 miles of the release site in 1971, which
concentration expanded to 3 miles in 1972. Observed mortality during
the 2 months following the release was not excessive. Weight changes
of three groups of pheasants from the time of banding to the time they
were sampled showed that birds collected from the field 1 month after
release had gained more weight than birds held in captivity for the
same length of time.

11.

IOWA'S BOUNTY SYSTEM--PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. Ronald D. Andrews,
Clear Lake. This history of bounties in the United States dates back
to 1683 when the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania began the practice .
Practically every state has had some type of bounty system. Iowa
bounty payments date back to the late nineteenth century, however,
recorded information dates back to only 1937. Since that time Iowa
bounty payments have totaled over three million dollars. Bounty
payments have always c001e from county funds and not from hunting and
fishinr license fees. Since 1960 t.~e number of counties paying
bounties has dropped considerably and in recent years most of the
bounty oayments have been paid on coyotes in southern Iowa. Bounty
payments are generally considered archaic and there is no evidence
tha t they are effective in controlling or reducing populations of
any given species.

12. AN ECOLOGICAL AND SEROLOGICAL SURVEY OF RABIES IN SOME CENTRAL IOWA
MAMMALS.
Carter C. Niemeyer,·, , Ames. The incidence of rabies in wild
Iowa skunks (Mephitis mephitis & Spi logale putorius), raccoons
(Procyon lotor), and opossums (Didelphis marsupial is) was investigated
by the use of serological test procedures on blood serum samples .
Animals were obtained by l ivetrapping and released for further study .
Relationships between rabies antibody occurrence in these mammals and
selected habitat categories were also investigated. Combined test results indicated that 68.3 percent of all striped skunks ~nd 26.3
percent of all spotted skunks were serologically positive and rather
evenly distributed throughout most habitat categories. Serological
tests showed that raccoons and opossums were not important rabies
hosts in this study .
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1.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE FUTURE WORK PLANS OF INACTIVE, MARRIED PROFESSIONAL NURSES, Mario F. Bognanno*, Minneapolis and Michael J.
Delaney*, Chicago. Historically, only 50 to 60 percent of the Nation's professional nurses are active (i.e., employed or unemployed) at any point in
time. Moreover, about 70 percent of all nurses are married, as are an even
greater proportion among the inactive (i.e., those not in the labor force)
nurse force. Thus, in the midst of concern over nurse "shortages", it is
meaningful to focus attention on the labor market plans of inactive nurses
and to consider the efficacy of policies aimed at inducing their reentry
into the labor market. Given data on inactive married nurses who plan
(a) to return to active duty, (b) not to return to active duty or (3) undecided about returning to active duty in the future, this study uses
multiple regression techniques to analyze the intentions of inactive nurses
in either (a) or (b). Futher Chi-square analysis is also employed in determining whether or not the same explanatory variables are statistically
associated with the inactive married nurse's future plans for either (a) ,
(b) or (c) . Data for this study are from a sample of nurse-households in
Iowa and the independent variables selected for the analysis of work plans
are those suggested by either economic theory or from the research results
of other scholars.

2.

SCIENTIFIC MANPOWER AND THE PROCESS OF EMPLOYMENT SEARCH.
Ross Azevedo*, Washington, DC. A theoretical and empirical analysis of
the process of job search. The paper develops an information theoretic
model of employment search where individual search strategy are evaluated
on the basis of both a cost of search and the information gained from search.
The model is then tested against the actual job search experience of some
2000 engineers and scientists. The data allow analysis of the combination
of search strategies employed under varying labor market conditions
as well as across a range of personal characteristics including age, labor
market experience, and field of professional specialization.

3.

EMPIRICAL GENERALIZATIONS ON LABOR TURNOVER. B . Wylie
Anderson*, Cedar Falls. The study is concerned with the empirical
~eneralizations concerning labor turnover. These empirical generalizations are formulated by a search and analysis of much of the literature
and research on labor turnover. Each generalization involves the relationship of labor turnover to a specific variable. The variables under investigation are the following: economic conditions, age, sex, marital
status, size, race, length of service, absenteeism, skilled and unskilled
workers, blue collar-white collar workers, professional, days of the
week, months of the year, government ownership, nationality, union
membership, pension plans, home ownership, rural and urban locations,
migrants, and personnel programs.
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4. DETERMINANTS OF SUCCESS FOR OCCUPATIONAL UPGRADING IN A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ENVIRONMENT. Randyl D. Elkin*, Ames. A Mail
Questionnaire and Collective Bargaining Contracts, where applicable, are
used to examine occupational upgrading systems in union and non-union
environments. Occupational upgrading systems are broadly defined to include both demand and supply changes in the internal labor market. A
number of hypotheses will be tested as data permits. Initiation, implementation and successful administration of accupational upgrading systems:
(Hl) Are facilitated by a non-union environment, (H2) Require a bipartisan approach in a union environment, (H3) Are better received by a
union in both rapidly expanding and rapidly declining industries, (H4)
Are not effected by the vertical or horizontal dimensions of the mobility
clusters in the internal labor market, but rather by size regardless of
distribution, and (HS) Require application to all workers in a union
environment, in just selected groups.
S . ENTRY INTO BUILDING TRADES UN IONS: A COMPARISON OF APPRENTICESHIP AND
OTHER ROUTES. William S. Franklin,* Miami, and Robert W. Glover,* Austin. Entry into unionized construction through apprenticeship programs, direct admission to journeyman status , transfers from other
local unions, and working on temporary permit were studied for six
basic trades in nine cities. Admissions policies were found to vary
widely among crafts but were quite similar within given crafts. Interviews with union officials and journeymen revealed that admissions criteria varied with the degree of tightness of the labor market. Analysis of average hours worked during recent years by random samples of
journeymen indicated that, because of their broader training, journeymen trainee in apprenticeships tended to work more than journeymen who
had not had apprenticeship training. Also, apprenticeship-trained
workers seemed to advance into supervisory positions more rapidly and
in relatively greater numbers than did journeymen without apprenticeship training. Of the several traditional means of entry into the
unions, apprenticeship seems to produce the most qualified craftsmen.
However , each of the other routes has played an important role in permitting flexible supply adjustment to the characteristic instability
of the construction labor market. Implications from the analysis are
drawn for the contemporary issue of minority admission into building
trades unions.
6 .THE PHILLIPS CURVE AND THE SECONDARY LABOR FORCE .
Allan G. King*, Unive r s i ty of Te xas at Aust in .
The equation relat i ng un empl oymen t to pr i ce cha nges i s r egar ded as
a red uced form . The r eduction i s as f ol l ows . The unemp loyment rate,

~

, is appro ximated by - ln ( ~ ) where E is the l evel o f unempl oyment;
LF
LF
thus atten t ion i s focused on the dete r minant s o f emp l oyment an d t he
size of the labo r force . Separ ate equat i on s ar e estimated wi t h (1)
ln ( E ) and ( 2 ) l n( LF ) as t he depende nt var i ab l es . Usi ng mon thly
data , l nE i s expr essed as a distr i buted l ag on past wa ge s a n d pric es ,
and the size of the labor for ce i s e xplained by a d i stri but ed l ag on
pre v ious levels of empl oyment . A va r iant of the Ph i l l ips r elation
is ob t ai ned by subtract i ng equati on (1) from equation ( 2) . I t i s
con c l uded t hat the relati ve inelastic ity of t he long-run t r a de - off
occurs , in par t , as a res ul t of the increase i n labor fo rc e par ti cipation rates accompanyin g se ve r a l months of emp l oyme nt expan s i on .
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7. EVIDENCE ON THE PHYSICIAN SHORTAGE.

Mario F. Bognanno, * James R.
Jeffers,* and Carol Oliven. The study reviews the various methodologies
and results of studies forecasting the existence of a national shortage of
physicians. Each study is appraised according to its approach (economic
or noneconomic) , assumptions of the existing state of affairs, assumptions
concerning changing conditions in the future, and predicted shortages
that are alleged will exist in the future. The results of the various studies
were found to be widely conflicting due to great differences in research
methodologies employed and views of current and future conditions. All
studies appear to be notably inadequate in essential respects. The principal conclusion offered is that evidence that a shortage of physicians exists
now or will exist in the future is nonconclusive. Therefore, health policy
makers presently are urged to strengthen programs designed to accomplish
a redistribution of existing and new medical college graduates at the
expense of programs designed to expand medical college enrollments. In
addition, suggestions for future research are offered. Future research
into the physician shortage problem should focus on forecasting future
levels of physician productivity and the effects of national health insurance on the demand for physician services.

8.

7A.rl.HTIONS OF PRclPC.:RTY Ti\X 0AT 0:s IN TO\vA. . Steven D. Gold•:l , Des 1-l oines.
The paper analyzes the v•iri<J.t ions of property tax rat es in 1970
a:non1; Iowa counties a:id the changes in those rc1tes be tween 196? and
1970. Am:mr; the quest:i.ons considered a re whether there ha s b een a
trend to,mr d <; reater or less inequal i ty of tax rates, which :i ocioeco·10:nic facto rs are reb.ted to the tax rates, and what f actors are
relate ::! to chaw.es in the rates between 196? an::! 1970 . In i nvestieat i ng the latter two i ssues :nult:i.ple re :', r e ssion analysis has been used.
The re is a strong inverse corre lation betwe en tax rates and per r.apita
property values, w'iich appears t o be the '113.jor reason why rates tend
to vqry directly with the deg re e to which the population of a county
lives in urban placeso Whil e this pattern also existed in 1962, it
intensified durinr:; the peri od unde r study, with tax rntes r i.s Lng
'!lost rapidly in co ,,nt,ies con ta :i.ning large cit ies.

9.

THE STEVENS AND MABRY UNION- MANAGEMENT BARGAINING MODE LS: HEURISTIC
VALUE AND TE STABILITY. Peter A. Veg lahn>': and E . Allen Slusher ,-:, Iowa
City. The Stevens and Mabry models were critiqued in an effort to determine whether they are testable using currently available laboratory
methods . Analys es of union-management bargaining have played a central
role in labor economics. Although largely focusing on real wage rates
and employment levels in the long-run, economists have also been concerned about explaining money wages in the short-run. Proposed models,
emphasizing economic and power forces, collectively constitute a "barga ining theory of wages ." Yet, the neglect of psychological factors
by previous theorists caused Stevens and, then, Mabry to offer models
which explicitly deal wi th such psychological variables. Unfortunately
these models have had little heuristic value and no empirical support.
I n fact the models have been criticized as being untestable. However,
it is concluded that the models are testable (with restrictions) in the
laboratory and a program for such testing is outlined.
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10. THE ECONOMICS OF POLLUTION: TRADITIONAL AND ALTERNATI VE VIEWS. Brian
A. Bock, Decorah. This paper surveys the way in which economists have
usually approached the problem of pollution and then presents an alternative approach which seems more useful. The paper is divided into
three major sections. The first section deals with the scope of the
pollution problem and is aimed at the non-ecologist economist in order
to give him (her) a better feel for the dimensions of the problem. The
second section explains and evaluates the approach taken by modern neoclassical (Keynesian) economists in conceptualizing the problem and in
formulating their policy recommendations. I label this approach traditional. The third section presents an alternative way to view the
problem and offers several suggestions as to what an adequate solution
will entail. This latter approach differs from the traditional in so
far as pollution is not treated as a mere externality which can be internalized through appropriate government action, but rather as a
logical outcome of a system driven by the goals of maximum growth and
profit. The conclusion reached is that unless economists qua public
informants and policy advisers stop dealing with just the symptoms of
the problem and start dealing with its roots, the destruction of the
environment will continue unabated.

11. INQUIRING SYSTEMS AND DECISIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY. Raymond
Dacey*, Iowa City. Recent work of C. W. Churchman (Design of Inquiring
Systems, Basic Books, N. Y., 1971) on the structure of inquiring systems
ponders a basis for classifying various types of decision problems under
uncertainty. If the decision maker is viewed as an inquirer and we consider the effects of new information on his "prior" decision, then three
possibilities arise, only one of which has been treated to any great extent.
The paper abstracted here introduces these possibilities and provides
analysis of selected instances of the three cases. As might be expected,
the three new kinds of decision problems do not arise in the traditional
framework, and cannot be resolved therein. Among the conclusions
reached by the paper are the following: (1) the traditional (Bayesian)
framework is overly restrictive and capable of treating only the simplest
possible problem-type that can arise; (2) the usual conceptualization of
value of information is problematic; and (3) the interdependence of
tastes and information-theoretic concepts is much greater than previously
believed.
12. MARX'S THEORY OF ECONOMIC CRISES. Edward A. Kaschins, Decorah.
A professional consensus does not exist concerning Marx's theory of
economic crises; the study was undertaken in an attempt to remedy this
situation . The recent introduction into the corpus of economic theory
of considerations of information costs, especially by Armen Alchian,
and the recent work on the uniqueness of money, especially by Robert
Clower, together with the recent outpouring of Engl ish _translations
of Marx's and Engels' works provide sources for a new approach to this
topic. Direct evidence on the theory is found in Marx's Theories of
Surplus Value, Volume 11; "indi rect"_evidence is found. in the ~iscussions of Marx and Engels on the attributes of a communized society,
especially in "The Civil War In France," "The Critique o'f the Gotha
Programme," as well as Anti-Duhring. In his analysis of crises, Marx
was not attempting to build comparative static equilibrium models of
income determination. Rather he was attempting to make sense out of
the events which occur in a disequilibrium situation in a world in
which information is not instantly available at zero cost. The fact

that money has the special attribute of being the only good generally
exchangeable for all other goods -"goods do not buy goods" as Clower
(and Marx) say- is crucial to the theory. The theory cannot be
specified as a system of simultaneous equations for the same reasons
that Leijonhufvud's interpretation of Keynes cannot be so specified.

13. EV ALU ATI NG PLACEMENT OF FUTURE RECREATION F AGILITIES IN THE
IOWA-CEDAR RIVER BASIN. Paul E. Rosenberry* and Glenn Roloff,*
Ames. An important part of river basin studies is recreation planning.
An objective of this paper is to set forth a methodology for a quantifiable
measure to guide planners in location of future recreation sites with respect
to population centers and travel times. Travel time from major Iowa cities
along major highways and secondary roads was established for 1, 2, 3,
and 4 hour travel zones. By weighting the importance of each travel zone,
an index of potential quantity of people that could reach various areas of
the basin is computed. A comparison of this density index with existing
supplies of recreation facilities and potential sites indicate the southern
half of the Iowa River to be a high priority area.
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1.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADSORPTION - ULTRAFILTRATION ARTIFICIAL
KIDNEY. John A. Baker, * Iowa City. A new type of artificial kidney is currently being devel oped that does not depend upon the use of dialysis fluid. The device uses a
cell to ultrafiltrate the blood, the ultrafiltrate is then
treated with solid adsorbants to remove toxins and electrolytes and the treated ultrafiltrate is then returned to the
blood stream. The device is currently being tested on dogs
to determine clearance rates of toxins from the bloodstream
and the extent of blo od cell trauma due to the treatment.
The potential for savings over currently used artificial
kidneys could be considerable.

2. POROUS TEFLON AS A TISSUE SUBSTITUTE. Richard W. Tock,
Iowa City. Porous Teflon was investigated as a potential
hard or soft tissue substitute. Mechanical properties as
a function of porosity were determined. Specimens were
implanted in guinea pigs and rabbits, and the resulting
interfacial phenomena observed.
It was demonstrated that
an attachment between living tissue and porous Teflon is
possible. The nature and magnitude of this attachment was
also investigated in regard to the attachment of prosthetic
devices.

3. INTERDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS IN URBAN TRANSPORTATION
E. M. Wilson and K. J. Dueker, Iowa City. Section 11 of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964 authorized university research and training
programs in urban transportation. The Institute of Urban and Regional
Research, University of Iowa has received three grants under this program. The interdisciplinary graduate training and research rogram
developed in urban transportation within the Institute is conduct ed
within a broad urban context. Emphasis is placed on providing th e basis
for interaction between academic disciplines. Such an emphasis is
desirable to reflect adequately the nature and scope of urban transportation problems as they relate to social, economic, political, legal,
psychological, and physical elements. The paper discusses the interdisciplinary nature of transportation problems, and iden tifies the need
for interdisciplinary analysis. The response to multi-faceted urban
transportation problems is discussed. Background material concerning
the graduate program in urban transportation at the University of Iowa
is described. The purpose of the program, its context within an interdisciplinary institute, the current program, and its future direction
are analyzed. The experience at the University of Iowa with respect to
interdisciplinary analysis is synthesized and an attempt is made to
translate this experience to develop criteria for interdisciplinary
educational programs.
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4. A METHODOLOGY FOR PREDICTING FUTURE LEVELS OF CARBON MONOXIDE I N
URBANIZED CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS. David Beckman;' Ames. A queueing
model with state dependent service rate was used to predict future
levels of carbon monoxide generated by motor vehicles in the atmosphere
of Des Moines, Iowa. The output rate of carbon monoxide from the downtown area was estimated by the queueing model using data collected by
the Des Moines-Polk County Health Department and the Iowa State
Highway Commission. The study assumes that the output rate will remain
constant and computes the level of carbon monoxide for various rates of
emission of carbon monoxide. I t was concluded by the study that future
levels of carbon monoxide will increase proportionally with any inc rease
in the emission rate of carbon monoxide into the downtown area.

5. Progress in Vestibular Modeling . J . H. Ryu ,* G. M. Lance,
and B. F. McCabe .* University of Iowa, Iowa Ci ty, Iowa .
A mathematical model for dynamic characteristics of the
horizontal semicircular canal was studied based on
measurements of single neuron activity in the vestibular
nuclei of the cat. The horizontal semicircular canals
were stimulated with a constant angular acceleration of
4°/sec 2 for 25 sec ., and the activity of single neurons in
the vestibular nuclei were recorded extracellularly using
a tungsten microelectrode. The results were analyzed
using an instrument computer (Fabri-Tek 1062), and IBM's
Continuous System Modeling Program was used in the study.
The resulting model,
H( s) = [ (TA s) / ( 1 + TA s) ] [ ( 1 + TL s) / ( 1 + 1l s) (1 + T2s) ]
where T =a long time constant=viscous-damping coefficient/
elastic 1 coefficient=6:0 se~. , : 2=a short ~ime cons~a~t
=effective moment of inert1a/v1scous-damping coefficient
=0 . 003 sec ., TA=time constant_of adap~a~i?n=40 . 0 sec .,
TL=time constant of the relative sens1t1vity of cupular
;motion=0 . 05 sec, ,
was compared with several existing models describing the
dynamics of the semicircular canal s .
6 · \,ATER QUALITY STUDY OF Tl-I E UPPER IOW A RIVER . L. D. l!cliullen >', and W. L .
Paulson , Iowa City . This study was conducte<l to evaluate t he wate r
quality ch ar ac teristics of the Upper Iowa River and several of th e
fac tors affecting th e water quality . Samples we r e obt ai ned bi-weekly
fo r a one year period from 10 s tati ons . Twenty- eight tr ib utary flows
were sampled on a qua rt e rly basis . Twe nty-one phy sical , chemica l and
biological p a r ame t ers were e v al uat ed on each sample . The d rain age
basi n cha ra c teristi cs including its geo l ogical features we r e also
s tudi ed . Maximum l e vels of bacterial indicators, BODS and nutri e nt s
as well a s minimum dissolved levels correlate d with lngh run off
periods. Prediction eq uRtinn s we r e es tab]ish e <l fo r bact e ri al indicat o r s and BO U5 . Point so ur ce muni c ip al and indust ri al wastewater
di scharges were of limit ed s i gnifi cance e xcept b acte ri al ly durine the
winter pc riod . The chlo ride cuncen t rat io n, alkalinity o.nd t otal hardness correlated wi th th e distanc e from the rive r sou r ce . The Uppe r
Iowa River wate r qua lit y is significantly s up erior to that r e ported
fo r the Ce da r an<l Iowa l(ivers .

7. THE IMPACT OF AGRICULTURAL LAND RUNOFF ON WATER QUALITY. K. L.
Cherryholmes and Donald B. McDonald, Iowa City. This investigation was
conducted on Clear Creek, Johnson County, Iowa, to determine the impact
of agricultural land runoff on water quality. Clear Creek drains about
100 square miles of predominately fertile rolling agricultural terrain
extending from its confluence with the Iowa River in Coralville, Iowa,
to its origin in Homestead, Iowa, Samples were collected at six
stations over a six month period with emphasis placed on sampling during
periods of runoff. A total of 20 chemical, physical, and biological
analyses were performed on each sample, Throughout this study the
maximum concentrations of pesticides, ammonia nitrogen and orthophosphate and greatest bacterial populations, turbidity, and BOD values
were associated with heavy runoff.
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1 . PLEISTOCENE M'ICROVERTEB:PtATES :rROJIII A PALEOZOIC FISSURE Ilf JOHNSO!f COUlffY,
IOWA. Leo Carson DaTis, StRnley C. Thieling,* and Stanley J. Zawistowski,* Iowa City. A fissure in the Cedar Valley Limestone (Devonian) of
Johnson County yielded fossiliferous Pleistocene sediments. Jlllicrovertebrates recovered from the lower levels include northern bo g lemming,
boreal redback vole, mea dow vole, prairie Tole, short-tailed shrew, and
white-footed mice. The current area of sympa try for these elements of
the Turkey Creek local fauna suggests a cooler climate during sediment
deposition than presently exists in Johnson County. The upper levels
contain a fauna compatible with that living in the area today. Previously, only meager data concerning the Pleistocene vertebrates of
eastern Iowa have been accumulated. This discove ry i ndicates that unexplored fissures in Paleozoic units offer records of Pleistocene and
post-Pleistocene climatic change.
2 · ICE STAGNATION FEATURES AND THE CONTINUUM M,JDEL--DICKINSON CO ., IOWA.
Neil E. Salisbury and Ja,ne s R. Lucas,"' Iowa City . Landform features
result i ng from stagnation of th e Des Moines Lobe ice sheet were map p2 d
in Dicki nson Co . , Iowa . The Continuum Model of glacial geology as
originally proposed by Clayton involves strong ge netic implications .
It is extended her e to surface form where knowledge of t he thickness of
drift d•'!posit ed by different geological m,'!chanisms may be difficult to
determine . The glacia l landforms of Dicki nson Co . are not ever ywhere
clea r ly differentiated on the basis of relief and pr esumed pr ocess into
t he conve nti onal div i s i ons of end moraine a nd ground rnora :i.ne . Stagnatio:i
f eatures are prominent everywhere , but do not alwa ys coritribute relief
of sufficient height to justify th e ir classificatio n as stag nation
mo rai ne . Rather tha n add to the proliferation of ter.n i.nol,Jgy, it is
proposed that a½latio n processes should be recog nized as occurring
u.1iversally, but that t he te r m 11 stagnation morai ne 11 should be confined
to ~1ose la ndsca?eS where ablat ion pr ocesses have been clearly domi nant
in tlle cr eation of surfa,~e reli ef .
3 . GEOMETRY OF THE PLEISTOCENE ROCK BODIES AND EROSIONAL SURFACES AROUND
AMES, IOWA. G. Bible*, R.C. Palmquist, L.V.A. Sendlein, Aines. The
continuing study of the Aines aquifer system has amassed data on the
distribution of pleistocene-a ge rock bodies and erosional surfaces in a
138 square mile area extending northward from Aines, Iowa. Five rock
bodies and four major erosional surfaces are recognized in the subsurface: an upper till (Cary), a middle silt, an intermediate till
(Tazewell?), a lower till (Kansan) and an inte rconnecting sand and
gravel body (Kansas? through Cary). Erosion surfaces occur at the base
of each rock body. The lower till is confined to the bedrock valley of
Squaw Creek where it reaches a maximum thickness of 100 feet. The middle
till is 40 feet thick but may become 50 to 100 feet in buried valleys
and be absent over bedrock topographic highs. The middle silts are
largely confined to bedrock valleys where they reach thicknesses of 60
feet. The Cary till mantles the area reaching thicknesses of over 100
feet in bedrock valleys and thinning to less than 50 feet over bedrock
uplands. The distribution of the rock bodies suggests that the Squaw
Creek buried valley ceased to be the major drainage after Kansan(?)
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deposition and that the amount of pre-Tazewell (?) erosion was
sufficient to remove all drift from the uplands. The discontinuous
distribution of the middle silts and Tazewell(?) till indicates that
erosion by the Cary glacier removed much of these rock bodies. The shape
of the buried bedrock valleys, though the relief in the area decreased
from over 100 feet in pre-Kansas times to around 50 feet in pre-Cary
times. The present land surface reflects the buried bedrock topography
in that the Cary till surface has a lower elevation over bedrock
valleys than over adjacent bedrock highs. Also, the modern Squaw and
Skunk draina~e has reoccupied portions of their bedrock valleys.
4. THE LUNAR SURFACE HISTORY REVEALED BY APOLLO, Donald Senich and Roy G.
Brereton, NASA . New scientific knowledge about the moon is reviewed in
terms of r eturned lunar samples (chemistry, age, etc.), geology undertaken by astronauts, and data telemetered to earth from the emplaced
geophysical stations. Data has bound our speculation about the moon,
but still leave unanswered some major questions as to its origin and
constitution. However, our acceptable range of models has been greatly
narrowed. Continued lunar study pertinent to some terrestrial-related
questions is examined.
5. PENNSYLVANIAN NAUTILOIDS OF THE CHEROKEE GROUP. George L. Magrane,
Ottumwa. Field research in Davis County, Iowa has revealed a diversified marine faun a of Pennsylvanian nautiloids. Excellent preservation
of straight and coiled forms are represented within the black limestone
nodules found in the waste mounds of strip mines. Previously unreported
ammonoids in Iowa such as Gonioloboceras eliasi and Shuichengoceras Eitun tend to correlate the Laddsdale coal meas ures of the Cherokee with
fauna found in Missouri deposits by Miller, Owen, and others.

6. STRATIGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF CORDAITEAN OVULES FROM IOWA COAL BALLS.
Nancy Brotzman and Jeffry Schabilion, Iowa City. Iowa coal balls
contain an unusual abundance of cordaitean remains, including six of
the seven species of petrified cordaitean ovules known from the
Pennsylvanian of North America. In central Iowa these ovules occur
as components of two distinct plant assemblages. The most widespread
and well-known of these assemblages includes Cardiocarpus spinatus,
f. magnicellularis, Mitrospermum leeanum, ~- florini, and Nucellangium
glabrum. The second assemblage includes only two cordaitean ovules,
Cardiocarpus spinatus and
oviformis. Comparison of the known
stratigraphic ranges of these taxa in coal balls from Illinois,
Kansas, Kentucky, and the Donetz Basin of Russia provides insight
as to the strategraphic relationships of the two Iowa assemblages.
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KRASNOSELSKI'S THEOREM ON THE REAL LINE. Donald F. Bailey, Mt. Vernon
In 1955 Krasnoselski proved the following theorem.
Theorem: If K is a convex, closed, bounded subset of a uniformly convex Banach space and if f is a mapping of K into a compact subset of
K such that
f(x)-f(y)n ~ llx-yll, then the sequence obtained by
choosing x1 in Kand defining xn+l = ½(f(xn)+xn) converges to some z
in Kand f(z) = z.
In this paper we give an extremely simple proof for the special case
in which K is a closed interval on the real line.

II

2.

RINGS \-/HOSE IDEALS FORM A CHAIN. E. T. Hill, Cornell College. A well
known group theory result states that a finite group is a cyclic p-group
iff the lattice of subgroups is a chain; we examine the corresponding
result for rings. This author has previously shown (Proc. Amer. Math.
S?c., 25, No. 4 (1970) 811-815) ,that the ideals of the modular group
ring of a cyclic p-group form a chain. The converse is given in the
following: THM. Let A be an algebra over Z with unity. If the exponent of the radical is of the proper form andPthe radical powers fonn a
chain of maximal length, then A is the modular group ring of a cyclic
p-group.

3. SOLUTION OF SOME PRACTICAL ParENl'IAL FLOW PROBLEMS BY MEANS OF IDNORTHOGONAL EXPANSIONS. Don Kirkham and M. Sarni Selim*, Ames. Using the
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization method to develop a nonorthogonal
expansion process, it is shown that analytical solutions for a wide
class of potential flow problems may be obtained. The method is
particularly useful for flow regions of arbitrary shape and also for
situations where boundary conditions of the mixed type may occur. As
an application, the method is used to derive solutions for the
following problems: (1) Electrostatic field and capacity of a conducting disc centered in a finite conducting sphere; (2) Potential
flow for drain tubes surrounded by a gravel envelope; (3) Potential
flow into circumferential openings in circular tubes. Tabulated
numerical results from these solutions have direct practical
applications.
4. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE ALTERNATING-DIRECTION IMPLICIT METHOD TO
WATER INFILTRATION PROBLEMS. H. M. Selim* and Don Kirkham, Ames.
Water infiltration in two-dimensional flow regions (unsaturated soils)
is solved by use of a finite difference approximation and the
Alternating-Direction Implicit (ADI) method. The ADI method utilizes
two simultaneous systems of difference equations that represent the
partial differential equation describing water infiltration. The
solution of the problem is given by alternate use of the two systems
of difference equations. The ADI method is used to solve the problem
of water infiltration for four geometries of the flow region, two
boundary conditions, and for two soils. From the numerical results
obtained we conclude that the ADI method, which is 7 to 25 times
faster than some other methods, proves flexible for changes in
geometry and boundary conditions of the flow region; and valuable for
use with modern digital computers to solve water infiltration problems.
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5.WHAT IS WRONG WITH CURRENT MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION? R. F. Keller,
Iowa State University, Ames. When one listens carefully to statements
of what is wrong with math education he hears over and over again that
the student doesn't acquire the capability to do the things we want him
to be able to do. He only becomes partially able to do what we want.
This leads me to believe that the basic problem with mathematics
instruction is that---our "instruction processes" allow (or possibly
often insure) partial understanding by the student and the level of
this understanding is so low that, with few exceptions, it is practically useless. The solution to this problem can only come through
developing better "instruction processes". Such processes involve the
instructor and student as well as mathematical concepts. A basic
foundation for developing "concept sensitive" instruction processes is
developed. This is done through illustration of how attempts to upgrade math instruction have failed because of improperly based instruction.
6.

TEACHING AS AN AID TO RESEARCH. D.E. Sanderson, Ames. Research oriented
professors often justify their emphasis with the claim that "good researchers make the best teachers." Others who are less (or anti-) research
oriented claim with as much or more vehemence that research and good
teaching are incompatible. As in most such disagreements, the truth probably lies somewhere inbetween. The thesis of this discussion is that in
fact there is a symbiotic relationship between the two so that each benefits from the other. The emphasis here is on the feedback from teaching
to research since that seems to be the most novel and least documented
concept. Examples are cited from the author's experience and from that
of some associates.
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1.

PHYSICS ENROLLMENT, MANPOWER, AND JOBS: 1955 - 2000. Nathan W. Dean,
Ames. A phenomenological model has been developed which describes
accurately Ph.D. production in physics since 1955. By assuming different
levels of federal research support, we use the model to project the remainder of the century. The enrollment decline just becaning evident is
predicted to continue; by 1980, Ph.D. production in physics will be down
to about half that of the peak years (1968-1970), correcting the current
job crisis. The corresponding decrease in enrollment will necessitate
careful planning and consideration of policy by most departments of
physics.

2. PHYSICS SERVICE COURSES - A TREND FOR THE FUTURE? (MEDICAL PHYSICS A CASE STUDY) M. N. Oliven, Iowa City. New trends in undergraduate
physics education underscore the inability of one-year survey courses to
address themselves specifically to the needs of individual disciplines.
The services of a physicist are often indispensible in the education of
many professionals. The flexibility offered staff by smaller enrollments in traditional physics courses has allowed new efforts to be
directed toward development of entire courses or sections of a course
for professional programs requiring specific and intense application of
physics. A newly designed course in Medical Physics for preprofessionals
enrolled in inhalation therapy provides a good example of the use of a
physicist to present the extensive physical concepts which underlie the
foundation of the entire inhalation therapy program.

3. USING THE EARTH FOR THERMAL COMFORT. Wilbur C. Thoburn, Ames.
Inasmuch as temperatures in the earth at depths of the order of 15 to 20
feet tend to remain close to the all-year mean of weather temperatures
above, the use of earth-tempered air affords possibilities of contributing to thermal comfort at minimal operating costs. This is particularly
significant in large areas of the subtropics, where most people are able
to spend very little for artificial heating or cooling, even though the
summer and winter extremes are both severe. Experimental tests in
northern India show that summer cooling by passing air through an underground tunnel is reasonably effective.

4.

A 3 IlfrLE ( ?) EIIE,m::::J,T Ill ELECTl~CSri'ATIC::;. Rober t R. Meijer , Fairfi el d . It i s well known t ha t a rubber or glass rod brought into
cont a ct with ca t' s fur or with woo l becomes electrified. It is
conv e ntional to s a y tha t the cha r ge on the rubber rod is negative
a nd positiv e on th e gl ass rod. It will be demonstrated that the
uni,olished end of a glass rod brou ght into contact with cat's fur
or with wool gains a charee opp osite to that on the polished end.
The reas on for this s e emin gly contradictory result is not clear.
T~e ~ut hor is indebted to ~rofessor Sa muel Devens of Columbia
lini ve r s ity f or bringin g thi s apparent contra diction to his
a tt enti on during a Na tiona l Sc ience Foundation In s titute.
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Herman c. Schepler 9 Dubuque. Most
optical design factor~ contributing to the quality of optical i■ages are
Shown to be dependent upon some particular limiting aperture in the sys..
tea. The telescope is taken as an exaaple to illustrate the interrela~
tionship of pupils and stops and other design dimensions. All of these
dimensions can be manipulated to optimize the system design to obtain
the best i.Jllagery possible. Telescope ■agnification is defined as the
ratio of the entrance pupil and exit pupil diameters as well as the r~
tio of the objective lens and eye lens focal lengths. At nor■ al ■agni
fication the exit pupil diameter ■atches the eye pupil dia■ eter. The
~ magnification value represents not only the IIAJ[i■um allowable
value in order to avoid sacrifice of brightness but also the ■inilllU■
value required to realize the full resolving power of the instrument.
The field of view is limited by the clear aperture of the eyepiece.

s. H~ APERTURES AFFECT OPI'ICAL IMAGBS.

6.

COMPUTER CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR LEVEL SCHEMES. C. L. Duke
and R. S. Rumely*, Grinnell. The construction of nuclear
level schemes from gamma-ray spectroscopy data is very difficult when the number of gamma transitions becomes large.
A computer program was written to organize the data and
find new levels. The program receives gamma energies,
singles intensities, coincidence relations, coincidence
intensities, and a list of known levels. The program in
an iterative procedure finds new levels compatible with
the energyl coincidence, and intensity data. The decays of
9OKr and Y Kr will be used as examples.

7. NMR IN A1 27 WIRES. M.A. Butterworth and R. D. Engardt, Cedar Falls.
An experimental determination has been made of the ~dy current effects
on the nuclear magnetic resonance line shapes of Al
wires. Eddy
currents in the metal result from the applied radio frequency (r-f)
field used to obtain resonance. Due to the induced eddy currents,
this r-f magnetic field is attenuated and its phase is shifted as it
progresses toward the center of the sample. As a result the wire
line shape of a given mode is determined by both the absorption and
dispersion power line shapes. A theory by A. C. Chapman, P. Rhodes,
and E. F. W. Seymour, ("The Effect of Eddy Currents on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Metals", Proc. Phys. Soc., B, 70, pp. 345-60 (1957)),
allows calculation of the wire line shapes as a function of ' several
parameters. These include sample size, sample shape (sphere, foil, or
wire), conductivity, frequency and the powder line shapes. The objective of this research was the determination of the validity of the
the~ry for the condition of low r-f magnetic field intensity H1
( 'j H1 2T1T2 ~'- 1), for the absorption and dispersion modes of aluminum
wires at room temperature. Experimentation was conducted for both
modes of 2 mil, 5 mil, and 10 mil wires at a frequency of 8.5 MHz
using a nuclear induction probe. The "theoret ical " wire line shapes
were synthesized from expe rimental powder line shapes. The experimental wire results were compared with the "theoretical" line shapes
by two methods: superimposing the predicted and experime~ tal line
shapes, and calculating the peak/peak ratios 2 It was confi~ed that
the C.R.S. theory is valid in the case of Al 7 wire for t 2H1 T1T2 ~< 1.

2
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s.

H. H. Snyder: WAVE PROPAGATION IN A CLASS OF PERIODIC STRUCTURES.
In problems of guided wave propagation of electromagnetic waves,
those involving propagation supported by structures which are periodic
(in the propagation direction) are notoriously difficult. In particular, few exact solutions, or easily representable approximate ones,
exist. The author studies the modes of propagation in cylindrical
perfectly conducting guides in which the permittivity£ is a periodic
function £(z) of distance z along the guide. It is shown that there
exists a class of (physically realizable) permittivity functions £(z)
for which: (a) the field equations are, in principle, explicitly
solvable; (b) for sufficiently large wave-numbers k, simple approximate expressions for the field vectors may be obtained; (c) the stopand pass-band character of the propagation becomes particularly
transparent. Some important differences between the problems of
propagation of TE- and TM-waves in such guides are also revealed by
the analysis. The main mathematical tools used are Floquet's theorem
for solutions of Hill's equation and its immediate consequences.
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1.

PROPAGATED POT ENTI ALS OF MIMOSA. H.D. Swanson, Des Moines.
The spread of exci tation and the rapid movements in Mimos a pudi ca
were de s cribed by Charles Darwin, but t he s ubsequent l i terat ure i s
surpri sin gl y scanty. Yet the propa gated _potentials i n the petiole
are easi l y recorded with equi pment found i n many lab or atories, and
so the phenomenon of exci tat ion can be studi e d i n a setting ve ry
di f fe rent from the usual an i mal prepa rations. Simple i nstructions
f or r eco rdi ng the pot ent i als f r om Mimosa pud;lca, and a discussi on
of s ome phenomena to be s t udi ed , wi ll be present ed.

2 . RADIATED HEAT LOSS FROM SKIN TO COLD GLAS S WINDOWS. L.K. Lassahn, C.H.
Seberg*, and G.E. Folk, Jr., Iowa City. Institutional rooms today of
many types have single large glass window panes measuring as large as
3.0 meters by 2.5 meters; animal colonies are maintained near these
windows in winter, office workers sit by them, and thinly clad patients
on littercarts are placed beside them. Even though both local air and
wall temperature may be 22°C, human subjects beside the windows in
winter feel cold because body heat is radiated to the glass which acts
as a heat "sink". An experiment was conducted during two Iowa winters
with measurements of temperatures of outside air, room, wall, undraped
glass window, drape-covered window, and skin to determine radiated
heat loss and to assess the effects of a radiation shield (drape). The
glass could be as low as 2°C. Results showed greater protection to the
skin by the drape as the weather became colder, although the glass
temperature did not change with the weather as much as was expected.
Calculations are presented to show heat loss when seated beside the
window, or at the other end of the room, and under different weather
conditions. Research supported by the Arctic Institute of North America
under contract with the Office of Naval Research.

3.

EVIDEN CE FOR CARRIER-MEDIATED TRANSPORT OF POTASSIUM ACROSS GUINEA PIG
GASTRIC MUCOSA.
Kathleen M. Gehrt* and C. Adrian M. Hogben. Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.
Guinea pigs weighing 280-3809 were anesthetized with "DIAL", their stomachs flushed, and a test solution of approximately 15 ml instilled for
one hour. Two test solutions were used: K+ 5, ca++ 2.5, tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane+ 147.5, c1- l55mEq. 86Rb was used as a tracer and
14c inulin to follow volume changes. Clearance was determined as disappearance from the gastric lumen. Clearance of 86Rb from (A) was 4.7±
.60 and from (B) 2.2± . 3 ml/hr (S.E., n=5). There was a net potassium
loss from the lumen with (A) of 21 and with (B) of 6 microEq/hr. In (A),
the sodium concentration increased by 4.3±1 .0 and in (B) by 3.7±.6 mEq.
The pH of (A) decreased from 7.1 to 6.5 and that of (B) increased slightly from .99 to 1.02 . Unless unexpected alterations of the electrical potential difference were induced, the above results suggest that hydrogen
and/or sodium ion in the gastric lumen compete with potassium for carrier
-mediated transport. (Supported by NIH Grant AM-05848 . )
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4. SIGNIFICANCE OF ENDOTHELIAL CELL HISTIDINE DECARBOXYLASE ACTIVITY. J.R.
Yarnal* and D.F. Rolek; College of Osteopathic Medicine &Surgery; Des
Moines, Iowa. Comparison of isolated endothelial cells and intimamedia
homogenates from bovine aorta demonstrated that the endothel i al cells
had a 15 fold increase in histidine decarboxylase (HD) activity. This
is significant because it not only suppo.rts the intrinsic micro-circulatory regulation hypothesis of Schayer, but it strengthens the following
data concerning the role of histamine in atherogenes1s. The basic premise of Schayer's hypothesjs is that the endothelium is the main site of
HD activity, (Schayer, R.W., Am.~- Physiol. 202:66, 1962). Comparison
of HD activity was made between aortas f rom rats made hypertensive by
aortic coarctation between the origins of the renal arteries and aortas
from paired sham operated control animals . There was an increased HD
activity after 6 hours (38%), 12 hours, (59%), 1 day (106%) and 8 days
(119%) of hypertension. Increases _in aortic permeability correlated
we 11 with these enzyme changes. It is proposed that the newly sy,.nthe.si zed histamine acts locally causing increased endothelial pinocytosis
and endothelial cell contraction (which forms gaps in the endothelium),
thus causing an increased translumenal entry of serum macromolecules,
such as proteins, chylomicra, and triglycerides. Increased arterial wall
permeability, it is thought, is the initial atherogenic event which eventually leads to clinical atherosclerosis. The demonstration that HD is
localized within the endothelium helps substantiate the concept that histamine is playing a major role in atherogenesis since the increased enzyme activities observed presumedly reflect the activity of the endothelial cells and since the site of synthes i s and the site of action are
within the same cells. (Supported in part by the Landcaster County Chapter, Pennsylvania Heart Association).

5. BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS FROM TRAINED AND NONTRAINED RATS.

D. E.

Paynter~ R. D. Matthes~ A. K. Callahan~ and C. M. Tipton, Iowa City.
Hypertension, one of today's major health problems, affects more than 20
million Americans. While it has been suggested that increased physical
activity will result in a lower resting blood pressure, there is a paucity of experimental evidence on this subject. Utilizing direct (carotid artery cannulation) and indirect (tail cuff) procedures, the influence of exercise and training was studied in anesthetized (AN) and unanesthetized (UAN) rats. Comparisons between tail cuff (TC) and carotid
artery (CA) measurements (N=30) for resting AN animals revealed an r of
.88 with means and SE of 125 + 3 and 128 + 3 respectively. After epinephrine infusions, the mmHg values were 156 + 4 (TC) and 162 + 2 (CA)
with an r of .83. Using UAN animals (N=9),-the heating procedure needed
for vasodilation caused an increase in the rectal temperature of 1.5°C.
To determine the effects of training, four separate (N=9/experimental
group) studies were conducted using pair weighted procedures ·and in all,
the AN trained rats had significantly lower resting blood pressures than
their nontrained control. In the most re cent study, rats were trained
6 times/week for 12 weeks for 80 minutes/day in motor driven activity
cages. The work load was sufficiently strenuous to elevate rectal temperatures by 2.3°C, heart rates by 100 beats/minute, and mean blood
pressures to 158 mmHg, Prior to sacrifice, the UAN TC values were 135 ±,
3 for the NT and 131 + 4 for the T. At the time of sacrifice, the AN
values were 133 + 5 f7;r the NT and 117 + 4 for the T group. While the
trend suggests that chronic exercise will lower CA blood pressure as
measured in AN animals, the reasons and mechanisms for the differences
between UAN and AN trained animals are unclear at this time. (Supported
in part by NIH Grant HL 14388-01.)
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6.INFLUENCE OF TRAINING ON THE HYDROXYPROLINE CONCENTRATION IN RAT LIGAMENTS. R. K. Martin,* R. A. Carey,* and C. M. Tipton, Iowa City. Previous studies from this laboratory have demonstrated that the medial
collateral ligaments (MCL) are stronger and have a higher wet and dry
weight/length value in trained rats (T) when compared to their nontrained (NT) controls. However, it is unclear whether these changes are associated with an increase in collagen concentration per unit of dry
weight. Since there is a direct relationship between the amount of hydroxyproline (HYDROXP) present and the concentration of collagen in tissues, we measured the HYDROXP content of the MCL using the technique of
Bergman and Loxley. The rats (NT=30, T=25) were no older than 7 months
at the time of sacrifice. The trained rats were progressively exercised
in motor driven treadmills for a minimum of 10 weeks. The significant
increase in cytochrome oxidase levels and the sigrtificant decreases in
adipocyte cell size indicated that the rats were trained. HYDROXP results (X and SD) in micrograms/mg of dry weight were 114 + 25 for the NT
group and 120 + 23 for the T animals. HYDROXP measurements were also
secured from the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) of NT and T animals
and no significant differences were obtained between T and NT groups or
between MCL and LCL. These findings indicate that the changes in weight
or in the strength of ligaments is not due to a greater concentration of
collagen per unit area; rather, these differences are probably due to
more collagen per ligament. (Supported in part by funds from NIH Grant
No. AM-08893-7.)

7. CO1'1GENITAL MALFORMATIONS AND ASYMMETRY OF DERMATOGLYPHIC PATTERNS,

Sister Regina Collins, Briar Cliff College , Sioux City, Iowa 51104,
The objectives of the present investigation were to test the
hypothesis that increased fluctuating asymmetry is an indicator of
abnormal growth and to determine if dermatoglyphics or dermal rid ges
are sensitive indicators of the level of developmental stability.
Four malformations (cleft lip+ cleft palate, club foot, congenital
dislocated hip and spina bifida cystica) were chosen for the study
which appear to have a poly~enic mode of inheritance with a threshold
beyond which individuals are at risk, Seven palmar dermatoglyphic
fe atures were analyzed to determine the level of fluctuating asymmetry,
All groups with congenital deformities showed increased levels of
fluctuating asymmetry when compared with control groups. Some features
analyz ed were more sensitive indicators than others, The results
indicate that the canalizing ability of these children has been
lowered with the resulting increase in the frequency of developmental
accidents and the increase in fluctuating asymmetry of their palmar
dermato glYPhics. The positive correlation between fluctuating
asymmetries of unrelated characters in the same individual indicates
a general buffering capacity and this in turn suggests that the l evel
o-f -fluctuatin_g asymmetry can be used to measure developmental,
stability of individuals and nopulations. It is also concluded that
oa]mar dermatoglyphics are sensitive to adverse genetic and
environmental conditions and therefore are good criteria of
morphological stability. (Supported in part by the U.S. Atomic 1nergy
Commission Contract AT(ll-1)- 2013 to Arizona State University.)
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8.

o 2 INTAKE FOR HIGH-GRAVITY MICE INCREASING WITH g FROM 2 TO

7G'S. K. M. Cook and c. c. Wunder, Cedar Rapids and Iowa
City. Using methods and baseline data described at the preceeding meeting, results are for first 24 hours at high G,
26°C. Contrasting effect is suggested as g increases from
1.0 to 2 G's (a field at which mice can breed and live normal life spans). Increased metabolic efficiency after one
to 4 weeks suggests inefficiency during chronic weightlessness,
SE
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9. URINARY VOLUME RATES OF HIGH-GRAVITY RATS AND
MICE AS ALTERED IN PROPORTION TO HEIGHT.
c. c. Wunder, Iowa City. For the first week
of chronic 3.1 G's (20°C) rates decrease for
mice and increase for large rats with crossover point at approximately 55 grams body
mass, described by the regression of log
rate relative to baseline rate:
-0.20 ± o.09 + (0.28 ± 0,08) log (Mass/l0gm).
Our planet's gravity may be necessary for
normal fluid balance.
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10.FACTORS AFFECTING THE BLEEDING TIME IN SWINE, R,G, Cooper, Department
of Physiology, College of Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery, Des Moines,
Iowa; C,N, Cornell* and M,E, Muhrer*, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, Bleeding time is
usually thought of as being dependent on vascular factors as well as
factors intrinsic to the blood, These vascular factors include vasoconstriction, release of tissue thromboplastin, and the presence of
platelet aggregating substances such as collagen and adenosine diphosphate at the site of the wound. A herd of swine suffering from an
hereditary bleeding disease similar to von Willebrand 's disease in human
subjects was studied, These animals have low plasma factor VIII activity, reduced platelet adhesion, von Willebrand's type response to
plasma infusions, autosomal recessive inheritance pattern, are subj.ect
to apparently spontaneous hemorrhage, and have a prolonged bleeding time
when determineg by the method of Dottl and Ripke. Our purpo~e was to
determine if the prolonged bleeding in these swine was due to abnormal
vascular factors (as listed above) or due to defects exclusively intrinsic to the blood, To do this, bleeding time was determined at the
tip of cannulas placed in large veins thus avoiding interference from
the above li~ted vascular factors , All ten normal swine had cannula
bleeding times less than 7 ,7 minutes whereas each of seven bleeder
swine had at least one 30+ minute cannula bleeding time out of three
bleedings, Using Fishers Exact Test the probability of occurrence
of this set of data by chance is well below one in 10,000, We conclude
that this hemorrhagic disease of swine does not involve abnormalities
of the vascular factors but is due to defect of some factor or factors
intrinsic to the blood, Supported by USPHS HE07181,

11.EFFECTS OF EPINEPHRINE ON THE CHICK VISUAL SYSTEM, Robert J, Coppola,*
Des Moines, Iowa, This study has endeavored to determine the effects
of epinephrine in the visual system of unanesthetized 4-6 day old
chicks, It investigates the electrical responses of the retina (ERG)
to photic stimulation and evoked potentials elicited photically and
electrically in the optic pathway. Epinephrine has been shown to produce changes in both the diffuse electroretinogram and in the optic
lobe, Epinephrine produces enhancement of the a-wave ~nd depression of
the b- and d-waves in intact and isolated eyes, In the optic lobe it
produces enhancement of both components of the evoked response, Determination of the concentration of epinephrine and norepinephrine in
the chick optic lobe were made, In each assay performed the content
of epinephrine was much greater than that of norepinephrine; the
mean values being 3,063 ug/g and 0,117 ug/g respectfully, The presence
of epinephrine in the vertebrate retina-and the optic lobe of chicks
with its effect on the visual system suggests that these changes may
reflect the involvement of epinephrine in synaptic transmission,
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12. LONG-TERM ADMINISTRATION OF DIETHYLSTILBESTROL ON GROWTH, SEXUAL MATUR-

ITY, GONADAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUBSEQUENT FERTILITY IN COTURNIX.K.L, Arora,
Des Moines, Chicks at 5 days of age r eceived 0,2 ml of Diethylstilbestrol-DES (containing 1 mg of hormone) I/Mat weekly intervals , Untreated
birds served as controls , At 40 days of age, some birds from both
groups were sacrificed and the reproductive organs wei ghed, Remaining
birds continued to receive hormones until 103 days of age and then sacrificed 12 days later , By the end of treatment, 20 , 5% and S.8% of the
birds were dead in experimental and control groups, respectively. About
60% of the mortality in treated birds occurred due to complications resulting from difficult oviposition and vaginal hemorrhages. Control
males were heavier up to 45 days of age and thereafter the position was
reversed, Control females were heavier following 30 days of age , Egg
production in treated birds was delayed and eggs were smaller , Treated
birds also experienced straining at oviposition and frequently developed vaginal bleeding , Egg production was very low in treated birds ,
Ovaries an:i oviducts were smaller in treated birds at 40 days of age
but were larger at 11 5 days as compared to controls , Phenotypic appearance was inhibited to a varying degree in most of the treated males. It
was concluded that the administration of DES inhibits the growth of
gonads during the growth period, After the withdrawal of the hormone,
the gonads tend to recover. Testes in males showed compensatory growth
and changes in texture. Long- term administration of hormone at young
age also caused difficulty in oviposition and vaginal hemorrhage in
females ,
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1. AN ALGORITHM FOR GF.NERATING APPROPRIATE ERROR TERMS IN ANALYSES OF

VARIANCE. Emory w. Sadler, Des Moines. "Rules of thumb" are presented
for a relatively efficient development of appropriate error terms for
testable effects in randomized, repeated-measures, mixed, and
hierarchical experimental designs. Their application is illustrated
with a four-factor, mixed, hierarchical design requiring the combining
of mean squares to generate appropriate F-ratio denominators. It is
suggested that the application of these rules will be useful in
comparing various potential designs in planning research projects.

2. MEDIATION AND PRODUCTION IN CHILDREN'S FREE RECALL. Nancy Tice* and
Gary Phye, Ames. The effects of a random-blocked and a categorizedblocked presentation of a list of twenty items to be recalled was
tested for seventy-two first, third and fifth grade children. An equal
number of males and females at each grade were assigned to each presentation condition. All children were initially tested for recall with a
single presentation of a list of twenty items in order to obtain an
indication of memory capacity. Subsequently, half of the children at
each grade received either a single random-blocked or categorizedblocked presentation of a second list of twenty items. The two lists
were equated on the basis of the Palermo and Jenkins norms. Clustering
scores and difference scores between list one and list two recall were
analyzed using a 3 (grade) x 2 (sex) x 2 (presentation type) analysi s
of variance. The statistical analysis indicated that a categorizedblocked presentation is superior to a random-blocked presentation with
both presentation types being superior to a random list. Results are
discussed in terms of a mediation or organizational ability from a
developmental perspective and their relationship to the mediation
deficiency and production deficiency hypotheses.

3. SOCIAL INFLUENCE ON HUMOR EVALUATION. Douglas G. Goodwin, Wartburg.
This study was concerned with social effects on humor ratings assigned
to jokes. The S's task was to read 15 jokes and rate them on a 10 point
scale. One third of Ss (alone group), read and rated jokes while they
were alone in a room.- Another third (paired group) read and rated the
jokes in pairs, but were told not to discuss the material with each
other. Another third (confederate group) read and rated jokes in the
presence of the experimenter's confederate (posing as another~). As
the S read each joke, the confederate gave the appearance of being
amused by the joke, both visibly and audibly. An analysis of variance
showed little difference in ratings between the alone and paired groups,
while the confederate group showed significantly higher ra~ings. These
data suggest that humor ratings can be positively altered through social
influence. The data further indicate that the social influence on humor
evaluation is not due to the mere presence of a social stimulus, but
rather to the active participation or col!llllunication of the social
stimulus.
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1. COMPARATIVE SERIAL POSITION EFFECTS IN TACTILE AND VISUAL SHORT-TERM
MEMORY. A. A. Adams,* and J. F. Coolon,* Wartburg College. The purpose
of this study was to compare the serial position curves derived from a
tactile S. T. M. task with that derived from a visual S. T. M, task.
Twenty blindfolded Ss sequentially touched six different grades of sandpaper. The ~s were-tested for each grade of sandpaper in each serial
position through the utilization of a probe technique, Another 20 ~s
performed the same task visually. An analysis of the tactile data
indicated a significant recency effect but no primacy effect. The
absence of a primacy effect suggests that the tactile task was not
rehearsable. Analysis of the visual data revealed no difference in
retention as a function of serial position of the stimulus. This
absence of both recency and primacy effects indicates that Ss spend
a disproportionate amount of time trying to rehearse the fi"i=°st few
visual stimuli, thus leaving insufficient time for effective processing
of following stimuli in S. T. M.

2. SERIAL POSITION EFFECTS AS A FUNCTION OF INTRALIST PRESENTATION RATE
CHANGE. Richard Heine, Wartburg. This study was conducted to examine
the effects of intralist presentation rate variation on the form of the
traditional serial position curve. The subjects task was to recall as
many items as he could from six lists of twelve verbal items. Each list
was divided into three sections. Each section of the list was presented at either a fast (F) rate or a slow (S) rate, Each of the eight
groups of subjects were presented with one of the following list sectionpresentation rate combinations: F-F-F, S-S-S, F-S-F, F-S-S, F-F-S,
S-F-S, S-F-F 1 S-S-F. All presentation rate variations resulted in
marked primacy and recency effects. Slow presentation rates did not
facilitate overall list performance, but did facilitate performance on
the center section of each list. The results were interpreted in
terms of differential rehearsal strategies.

3. ACCURACY AND DIRECTION OF PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT AS A FUNCTION OF ANXIETY.
Sandra Roecker*, Wartburg. The purpose of this study was to explore
relationships between level of anxiety and accuracy and direction of
perceptual judgments. Twenty college students were randomly divided
into high anxiety (HA) or low anxiety (LA) groups. The task consisted
of two phases, stacking blocks and unstacking blocks. Following each
phase, the S judged both the height of his own stack of blocks and the
heights of five, four inch wide lines varying in height. High anxiety
was induced through competitive instructions. To win the competition,
Ss had to stack and unstack blocks faster than their opponent and also
exceed the height of the goal stack in front of them. LA Ss were instructed to stack er unstack only to excee d the goal; they-were not in
competition with each other. LA goals were easier to attain than HA
goals. Analysis of variance of the algebraic differences of judged and
actual height of Ss own stacks of blocks indicated that Ss overjudged
height when stacking, but underjudged when unstacking. Also, HA Ss
tended to overjudge the height of their own stack more than LA ss-:- This
effect of the task on direction of judgment indicates that perhaps Ss
compensate cognitively to achieve the goal for which they are motivated
and the higher their desire to achieve it, the greater the compensation.
With respect to overall accuracy, an an~lysis of absolute error indi-
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cated HA Ss were significantly less accurate in judging their own
stacks ' h~ight than were LA ~s . This trend was also present in line
judgments, but was not significant. Thus , level of anxiety appears to
have a def inite effec t on p e rceptual judgments, provided these judgments bear a close enough rel ationship to the source of anxiety. These
r esult s ex t end the applicability of cogni t ive dissonance th e ory.

7 . THE EF FECTS OF TR AINr w-; 01" I 1'1AGER Y RATINGS OF PAT IE NTS MD

THERAPISTS; A PILOT STUDY, Joseph ~ effen, Davenport, Two exploratory studies we r e performed as pre li minary steps in the
study of the rol e of imave ry in psychotheraoy , In the first
study, 16 psychiatric inpati en ts were e v enly divided into 8
exper i mental and control p:roups. §_s were cate g oriz e d as "hi/tl"
i maFe rs ( HI) and "low" imaFe rs (LI) on the basis of scores on
three tasks, Training for the use of image ry was experiment ally manipulated with groups rec e ivin g Ima p:e ry Set and Training ( IST), Ima 12:e ry Set with no traininp- (IS), non-I ma.i:ery Set
( NIS) and no Set ( NS) instructions, Two ma in criterion meas ures were taken1 ratings were made on t he i ma~e ry content of
TAT stories and on an essay relatinp; a personal experience ,
In the second study , 16 mental health workers were divided
into g roups as abo ve, Criterion measures were imag ery ratinps
on the conten t of two communications 1 Ss we re asked to simubate instructions preparinF a " pat i e nt"-f or the use of i mage ry in therapy and then the y were asked to role-play the patient, No definite predictions were made but tentative hypo theses were stated that , in both studies, nI Ss and IST
v roups would r e ceive hip-her ima,i:rery ratin p:s in their communications than LI §_s and IS , NIS and NS i:rroups respectively,
An int e ractio n between the two independent variables was expected , Re sults i n both investiP-ations were i n the expected
directions , a lthou p: h valid statistical analyses were notmade
due to the explorat ory nature of this investif<ation, Conclusions were limit e d to i mpl ications and directions for future
r esearch i n the a r e a of the use of ima.i:ery in psychotherapy ,
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1. NEURAL PATHWAYS IN THE BRAIN FOR THIRST -

M, Ian Phillips*, Department of Physiology and Biophysics, University
of Iowa, Iowa City
Evidence exists from recording brain unit activity in freely moving rats that certain cells receiving sensory input are gated to fire
more rapidly when the input is "significant," i.e., related to the
internal state of the animal, For exaw1e in a thirsty animal, higher
firing rates are recorded when a tone ~1~alling water is sounded but
no response is recorded when the same tone signals that only food will
be available. This has led us to attempt to trace the neural pathways
involved when water deprivation is induced to establish connections
which could gate other cells. We are studying primary "thirst pathways" by combining lesion techniques, unit recordings and neuroanatomical approaches, From the lateral preoptic area we have recorded
specific responses to the osmotic stimuli whereas in the septal region
there appears to be unique responsiveness to hyperoncotic stimuli which
produce drinking by extracellular dehydration, In the medial forebrain
bundle of the hypothalamus units are found which respond to both stimuli, Some units in the hypothalamus increase their rate of firing
after deprivation when water is presented. These units seem to register the degree of thirst since they are inhibited when drinking begins,
Lesions in the septal region and the sub-fornical organ indicate an
involvement in drinking behavior.

2. BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES INVOLVED IN A LESION-INDUCED BEHAVIOR IN THE CAT Walter Randall*, Department of Psychology, University of Iowa, Iowa City
One of the major problems in brain and behavior is specifying how
a lesion brings about changes in behavior, Pontile lesions in the
ventral lateral portion of the brain stem produces several biochemical
changes, two of which have been demonstrated to be involved in the
production of an abnormal grooming behavior, The two metabolic changes
are a rhythmic dysfunction in glucocorticoid level and a decrease in
the activity of the enzyme, tryptophan hydroxylase in the superior
colliculus; injections of glucocorticoid and serotonin abolished the
abnormal behavior, The current report concerns the production of
abnormal grooming behavior in cats without pontile lesions by direct
manipulation of the metabolic milieu. The production of the two metabolic changes in cats with intact brains by adrenalectomy and by enzyme
inhibition with parachlorophenylalanine produced the same abnormal
behavior that is found in cats with the pontile lesion. These results
provide further specification of the essential biochemical changes
involved in the lesion-induced abnormal behavior,
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3. HEMISPHERIC CEREBRAL DOMINANCE AND SOMESTHESIS Harvey S. Levin*, Department of Neurology, University of Iowa, Iowa Cit y
In this investigative program, somatosensory functions have been
studied in patients with unilateral cerebral disease and control patients. Perception of the spatial orientation of tactile stimulation
was found to be impaired in the brain damaged patients. Bilateral impairment in this function was frequently found in patients with lesions
of the right cerebral hemisphere whereas defective performance in left
hemisphere damaged patients was generally restricted to the right hand.
The implication that the right hemisphere plays an important role in
mediating spatial perception in the tactile modality was supported by a
similar study in normal right-handed subjects which indicated that
accuracy of perception of direction tended to be greater on the left
hand than on the right. Related studies have considered implications
of the notion that proprioceptive feedback mediates appreciation of the
spatial position of the limbs. Consistent with the postulated role of
the right hemisphere in processing spatial relationships, ~nability to
utilize proprioceptive feedback applied to the hand ipsilateral to the
side of the cerebral lesion was more frequently found in patients with
right hemisphere disease than in patients with lesions of the left
hemisphere.

4. PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF BRAIN MATURATION THAT INFLUENCE
BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT, William H. Moorcroft, Decorah, Iowa.
The general problem of assessing the ontogenetic development of behaviors that are based on the maturation of the
nervous system has historically been approached with inadequate methodologies.
What is required is an evaluation
within individual subjects of behaviors that vary with
measured physiological parameters or manipulation of these
parameters.
This evaluation must be done at a number of
different and relevant ontological ages to provide a complete and adequate description of the relationship between
the behavioral and physiological maturation processes.
Recent experiments done at Princeton University illustrate
the more complete approach.
In these studies the pattern
of behavioral arousal, which was curvilinear as a function
of age in the immature rat, is shown to be due to the
sequential maturation of the ascending reticular activating
system (ARAS) and its forebrain inhibitors (the hippocampus
followed by the anterior neocortex).
This data was
gathered through the use of ablation, EEG, and pharmacological research methods.
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l, PROCRESS REPORT ON INLAND WATERS
Milbert Krohn, Spirit Lake High School, Spirit Lake, Iowa. For two
years the Iowa Science Teachers have promoted a seminar at I owa
Lakeside Laboratory concerning the health and vitality of inland
waters. The principal aim has been to encourage the participation of
high school teachers and students in the process of studying and
securing base-line data on Iowa Streams. This paper is a report on
the success of such activity todate.

2. GEOLOGY OF IOWA FILMSTRIP SET, A SUPPLEMENT TO CLASS FIELD TRIPS.
Wayne I. Anderson, Cedar Falls. The Geological Society of Iowa; in
cooperation with the Iowa Geological Survey, has developed and produced three filmstrips dealing with the geology of Iowa. The filmstrips
cover Iowa's rock record, the ancient life of Iowa and landscape
development and modification in Iowa. The filmstr i ps have the potential
of supplementing local class field trips in order to give the student
a view of the geology of the entire state. The filmstrips and a
descriptive brochure are available from the Iowa Geological Survey,
16 West Jefferson Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240.

3. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FIELD TRIPS IN TEACHING ENVIRONMEN
Eugene R. Brady, Ames.
The effectivenesi
TAL CONCEPT&.
of field trips compared to media in teaching selected
environmental concepts was studied using 99 general
biology students.
Students were randomly assigned to
either the experimental (field trip) group or the control
(med~a) group.
Two areas were evaluated; student achievement and student attitude.
In addition, the interaction
between treatment and sex was investigated.
The data was
investigated using t-tests, analysis of variance and
analysis of covariance.
The over all findings of this
investigation failed to show any significant difference
between the two groups in terms of achievement or in
terms of student attitude.
When the three unit achievement tests were analyzed using the analysis of covariance
a significant difference at the .OS level was found for the
second unit.
An interaction between boys and field trips
was found with boys in the experiment group scoring higher than boys in the control group.

4. PHYSICS FO R FACT , FUN, AND EVERYON8 . S. Cecilia Kuenrien , Bri;ci.r Cliff
College , Sioux City , Iowa 51104 . During the summe r of 1972, twen t y- two
physicists partici patetl in an NSF' S!J:lonsored f ilm lo op jns tructi.01" 2.l
cours e (FLIC) in physics at the Univers ity of Nebraska . Film pmductio!1
t e chniques and films produce d durin13 FLIC will be sho.m and cU.s cussed .
The FLIC expe r iP. nce s hows that a physicis t can us8 8 mm film in hi~, labo rato ry as a way of sharlng his unique pP,dagoe;ic al apparatns a nd
approach , as we ll as his enjoymcmt in doing p'1ysics ;ind see ing phys i cs
in e veryday life .
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s . A MOBILE LABORATORY -- ONE METHOD TO ALLOW ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES IN RE MOTE AREAS. Kenneth E. Frazier, Ames. A mobile laboratory was designed,
constructed and utilized over a two year period . The laboratorv was con structed f rom a semi-trailer that met certain prereauisites before re modeling began, basi c items deemed necessary to prooerl v care for elementary students while in the field plus suggested items that allow for
ma ximum use by the stu dents. Preliminary sketches , photographs of the
remodeling, steos,plus a cost analvsis has been included. Teaching
techniques used en courage dive r s ified activities to accomodate individual
interests of ouoils involved whi le setting certain limitations for
practi ca l ha ndling of a field experience.
6. PACE - How Are The Students Doing? by Ha rold Wengert, Malcolm Price
Laboratory School, University of Northe rn Iowa . Thi s pa per i s a r eport
on PACE students of 1970- 71 s howing t heir affective change s and cognitive pe rformances. A correl ation of s e veral variable s, s uc h as
affective cha nge ver~us cogni t i ve perf orma nc e , will be pr e sent ed .

7. THE MINI-PREPARATION OF AUDIO-TUTORIAL TAPES FOR INDIVIDUALIZING

INSTRUCTION. Gerald H, Krockover, Ass is t ant Professor of Science
The
Education, Purdue University, West Lafayette , Indiana .
preparation and use of au dio - tutor ial tapes can se rve as an
effective adjunct to the developme nt of individualized instruction
mate rials , However, the preparation of A-T ma t e ri als ha s often
been quite i nvolved and time con sumi ng . The Mini-PATT approach fo r
the development of audio-tutorial t apes res ults in the rapid
development of A-T materials. This method has been tested with
teachers drawn from all educational levels from Kinderg a rt en
through college us ing a va riet y of con tent mate rial and has been
extremel y successful, Using a casette tape re corder with
microphone, a casette tape, a partner (either a child or fe llow
teacher), and the necessary materials ; an effec tive A-T t ape can
be prepared in fifteen to twenty minutes. Sample materials and the
Mini-PATT procedure will be presented in deta il .

8. A Model for Implementing Individualization in the Science Classroom.
Barton K. Philipps*, Coralville. Today teachers are being pressured
for change in the classroom. The word "individualization" seems to
be everywhere and yet a clear and concise model of how to incorporate
it into the science class is needed . In general the model shows how
to individualize with three types of students ; they are : (I) the
student who is able to direct h i s own studies with little input by
the teacher, (2) the student that has some fragmented ideas, but
cannot put his plan of study together, and (3) the student who has no
idea of what to do in the classroom. The model I propose ha s an
identical beginning point for all of the students within a particular
class. Upon completion of this beginning point individualization
begins and the general types of students are then guided differently
by the teacher until a plan of st udy is jointly agreed upon. The
model may function for a day or for the entire year according to the
length of time the teacher wants to use it. The model itself is not
complex, it Is flexible and will easily accomodate to the teacher
and students.

9.

No abst ract available.

10. A STUDY OF STUDMS' SCIENCE-RELEVANT EXPERIENCP.S

Paul A. Smith, Physics Department, Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Students' ability to internalize science lava and theories no doubt
depend in part on their perception ot that which the lava and theories
aeelc to interrelate--p riaar,y hUlll&n experiences. Students vith relatively few science relevant experiences u.y be expected to have
greater difficulty in intem&liaing science lavs and theories than
experience-ric h students. Students will no doubt differ in the personal illpact of each science relevant experience. In the past tev
years the author has gathered fro■ students in lov level physics
classes information regarding their subjective perception ot the
:lllportance to them ot a large nWllber of science relevant experiences
which they may or may not bave bad and/or re-■bered. It is discouraging to a physicists to see hov tn science relevant experiences
JIIIJlY" ot the students have badl
The data has been analyzed to find
who have rich experience backgrounds and vho have enpoverisbed
experience backgrounds. The ite111S have been analyzed to find which
are the best discrilllinators between experience-ric h and experiencepoor students. This makes it possible to use a aall. number of
items in a survey questionnair ldlich may help science teachers to
"measure" the richness ot their students' experience backgrounds.
Copies ot. the questionnair and sumnaries of data gathered by the
author in more extensive questionnairs vill be available to interested science teachers.

11. WHAT CONSTITUTES ADEQUATE PRE-SERVICE PREPARATION FOR A TEACHER OF

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS? Robert W. Hanson, Cedar Falls. A survey of
experienced chemistry and physics teachers in Iowa indicates that the
two subjects are taught by the same teacher in about 70% of the cases
and that a major in physics or a major in chemistry is not the most
suitable preparation. The 'relative essentiality of various kinds ?f
work in professional education for successful teaching of the ch~m,stryphysics combination was rated by the teachers. A number of hybrid
courses involving content and professional education were similarly
evaluat ed in the survey. Changes in both pre-service and in-service
teacher education programs for chemistry-physics teachers are much
needed, according to this survey.

12. INTRODUCTORY COLLEGE BIOLOGY - ANOIBER PERSPECTIVE
Daryl D. Smith, Cedar Falls. Consideration of a revised freshmansophomore biology curriculum for majors and non-majors at the University of Northern Iowa. A Life Series of fifteen semester hours replaci~
General Biology, General Botany and General Zoology is described.
Problems of curriculum implementation and evaluation of student
reaction to the courses in the curricu l um are presented.
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1. A BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE LUTHER COLLEGE FOOD SERVICE.
Marilyn Peitso* and Cheryl andersen*, Decorah.
Levels of
total bacteria were obtained from precooked frozen entrees
and other food items in the frozen state.
All the counts
were found to be well below f e deral and state recommended
microbiological limits.
Levels of total bacteria were also
obtained from representative food preparation surfaces and
utensils.
While most counts were below acceptable limits,
porous plasti c it e ms, s uch as cafeteria trays and salad
bowls, had counts that were substantially above the limits.

2. BACTERIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UPPER IOWA RIVER
WATERSHED. Mike Osterholm, * Marilyn Peitso, * Decorah.
Replicated wate r samples were taken from thirty sites in
the Upper Iowa River watershed during June, July, and
August 1972. Sites were located on the Upper Iowa River,
Canoe Creek, Bear Creek, and Ten Mile Creek.
Each site
was sampl e d three times during the summer.
Samples were
analyzed for total coliform, fecal coliform, and fecal
streptococci bacteria. The Upper Iowa River and the
three tributary streams exceeded the 200 fecal coliform
per 100 ml recommended for primary contact recreational
waters.
Fecal coliform/fecal streptococci ratios
suggested that some sites were receiving primarily
human fecal material while at other sites it was pri~
marily from agricultural or natural origins.
3. MACROI NVERTEBRATES, FISH, AND ALGAE OF THE UPPER IOWA
RIVE R WATERSHED. Mark Klemme,* Jerry Rud, * Dirk Craft, *
De corah. Qualitative and quantitative samples were taken
of fish, algae , and macroinvertebrates at 30 sampling
sites in th e Upper Iowa River watershed.
Three major
efflue nts along the Upper Iowa River had little or no
effect on th e speci e s present or mean species diversity.
Me an species diversity of macroinvertebrates and algae
appeare d to be r e lated to stream order, and there were
difference s betwe en Canoe Creek watershed and the Ten
Mil e cre ek wate rshed.
4. CHEMICAL CHARACTE RIS TICS OF THE UPPE R IOWA WATERSHED.

Crai g Cornelius, * Decorah. Thirty sampling sites on
th e Uppe r Iowa Rive r watershed were sampled three
times durin g th e summer 1972. Chemical parameters
e stimate d includ e d a lkalinity, ammonia, co 2 , o 2 ,
COD, chloride , nitrate , nitrite, othophosphate, pH,
sp e cific conductance, f ilterable and nonfilterable
solids, sul f ate , and turbidity.
Apparent differences
we r e d e t e cted between Canoe Cre ek, Ten Mile Creek,
and the Uppe r Iowa Rive r. Two 24-hour studies near
De corah showe d a characte ristic diurnal cycle in
0 2, CO2 , a lkalinity , pH, and t e mperature.
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5.

THE CONCENTRATION OF LIQUID SPECIES NEAR THE SOLID -LIQUID INTERFACE.
Russell Maatman, Mary Poei:·, , and Paul Mahaffy>': , Sioux Center. The
concentration of species in a pure liquid or in a liquid solution
is not necessarily the same near a solid-liquid interface as it is
in bulk solution because (1) surface adsorption can be the reason
for apparent changes in volume of liquid species and (2) the volume
which species have access to is a function of their sizes and shapes.
Thus, values obtained in determinations of the pore volume of a high
surface area silica gel using liquid uptake depended upon the nature
of the liquid used. Concentration changes near the surface should
be taken into account when solution concentration data are used to
construct composite adsorption isotherms for binary liquid-solid
systems. Isotherms were constructed for several binary liquidsilica gel systems which were studied using an analysis taking into
account concentration changes near the surface. The isotherms were
significantly different when the conventional analysis was used.

6.

THE APPLICATION OF TRANSITION STATE THEORY TO THE RATE OF
DEHYDROGENATION OF CYCLOHEXANE OVER Pd-Al203 CATALYST. Russell
Maatman, Wayne Ribbens''', and Brian Vonk'''· The title reaction was
studied in a differential reactor at one atmosphere total pressure
between 180 and 220°c. Under these conditions, the reaction is
zero order in partial pressure of cyclohexane. The effect of added
hydrogen was investigated. It was possible to estimate what the
reaction rate would be at various temperatures if there were no aging.
The Arrhenius plot is linear. The pre-exponential factor was analyzed,
using transition state theory, to make deductions concerning the
number of active sites per unit area of palladium.

7.

AB.SOWI'E IIiFRAl~ AB.SORPl'IOH IHTENSITY OF CRYSTALLINE HYDRCGEN IODIDE.

R. E. I.arson, Iowa City. The absolute absorption intensity of the
internal stretching mode in crystalline hydrogen iodi.de has been
measured using polycrystalline f ilms at 77 and 20° K. The intensity
of this mode in the crystal shows a dramatic increase relative to the
gas phase, The change in intensity will be compared to similar effects
in other simple hydrogen- bonded crystals.

8.

FUTURES AND FORWARD FOREIGN EXCHANGE--A MARKET FOR THE ULTIMATE COMMODITY. Lawrence Schneider, Des Moines. An examination of the economic
functions and basic operations of futures and forward markets which
exist for foreign exchange )foreign currency). Aspects of foreign exchange theory are presented alongside the need, growth, and development
of such current institutions as the International Monetary Market of
C~icago. It is the expression of the paper that the growth of multinational corporations and international finance, and the current flexible
parity rates have created a definite need for refined international
currency markets; and that these markets can offer the needed liquidity
and risk-shifting mechanisms.
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9.

GENE - CPS PL/1 COMPUTER MODEL FOR HARDY-WEINBERG LAW. Jeffery J.
Scott*, Loras College. GENE is a Conversational Programming System
PL/1 program designed as an educational aid to students in the study
of the Hardy-Weinberg Law. Only the effects of natural selection are
considered. The percentage of natural selections may be varied by the
student. A population is carried through mating and the establishment
of new populations over a period of generations. The student determines
the initjal . population, the initial mating, the number of offspring for
each mating, and the number of generations to be run. The genotypic
frequencies are calculated for each generation and plotted.

10.

PHASE PLANE DISPLAY OF NEUROGENIC AND MYOGENIC CARDIAC ACTION POTENTIALS
RECORDED WITH MICROPIPETTE ELECTRODES. Jay Mclaren, and Steve Lidvall,
Decorah, Iowa. Microelectrode techniques were used to record the transmerrbrane action potential in the neurogenic crayfish and myogenic frog
heart. A phase plane display (dv/dt versus V) was used to show the exaggerated differences between the quantal summation of the rising phase
of the neurogenic cardiac action potential and the all or none rising
phase of the myogenic cardiac transmembrane action potential.
Microelectrodes were drawn from one mm (diameter) capillary tubing to a
tip diameter of one to two microns and filled a 3M KCl solution. A single cardiac cell was impaled with gravity techniques and the transmembrane potential was transmitted through a twenty-five micron silver wire
to a voltage follower. The time derivative of the action potential was
obtained with a differentiator made with a .05 uf capacitor and 2 Lu
301A integrated circuit operational amplifiers. The phase plane was
formed by simultaneously displaying the potential on the vertical axis
and the differentiated signal on the horizontal axis of a Hewlet Packard
1200A oscilloscope.
Phase planes demonstrated continuous smooth rate of rise of the myogenic
heart and the quantal summated rising phase of the neurogenic heart.

11. THE USE OF FRESIWAT:rn. MUSSELS TO CONCENTRATE ENT:rn.IC PATIKlGENS.

James M. Severson, * Des Moines. This study was primarily intended
to determine the effects of sewage treatment and power company
effluents on the water quality of the Des Moines River and was
secondarily useful in indicating the effectiveness of freshwater
mussels as mechanisms for concentrating enteric pathogens. Of
nineteen suspected pathogenic bacterial isolates collected below
the Des Moines Waste Water Treatment Plant and the Iowa Power and
Light Ccrnpany generating plant, nine were identified as Salmonella
~• These results suggest that the sewage treatment plant and/or
the electric generating plant create conditions making the 'river
favorable for pathogenic bacterial growth or directly introduce
pathogenic bacteria into the river. In addition these results show
that freshwater mussels were especially effective in concentrating
pathogenic bacteria from turbid waters.
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12. ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF NON-SWARMING VARIANTS OF PROTEUS
MIRABILIS. Sharleen Leonard*, Waverly; Fred D. Williams, Ames. Nonswarming variants of Proteus mirabilis were isolated-and studied in an
attempt to explain the mechanism involved in the swarming behavior
characteristic of certain species and strains of the genus Proteus.
Experiments were based on the hypothesis that swarming is a negative
chemotactic response to a toxic product of the organism's metabolism.
A variant may be incapable of swarming merely because it hi unable to
produce the toxic metabolite but is normal in all other respects. That
is, if the toxins were produced, the variant would detect it and swarm.
Therefore, a second type of variant is desired which produces the toxin.
If these two types were inoculated on the same plate, it is possible
that the second type would produce the toxin which would be detected
by the non-producer and result in swarming of the non-producer. Several
variants were isolated which appeared to be of both types, but none
could be induced to swarm. The results snggest that either the original
negative chemotaxis hypothesis should be revised or others investigated.

13. INCIDENCE OF COCCIDIA I N IOWA CALVES, David W. Pearson*and Richard S.
Wacha, Des Moines, Twenty three Limousine calves, ranging in age from
1 to 7 months, were examined for the presence of coccidian parasites.
Of these calves, 56.5% were found to be passing oocysts of Eimeria
auburnensis, 52,1% oocysts of];. elli~soidalis, 47,8% oocysts of];.
bovis, 43,4% oocysts of];, zuernii, 2 ,1% oocysts of];, cylindrica,
and 4. 3% oocysts of];, subspherica, The incidence of infection for
the entire group of calves examined was 82,6%, and the mean number
of oocysts passed per gram of feces was 461 (range 37 to 1545), The
mean number of Eimeria species present per infected calf was 4 (range
2 to 6),
14.

RHIZOBIUM JAPONICUM POPULATIONS IN SOILS OF DIFFERENT CROPPING HISTORIES
Joel W. Hartmann*, Harold L. Peterson*, Ames. A comparison of numbers
of R· Jahonicum was made between a Clarion fine sandy loam from central
Iowa w,t a history of soybean (Glycine max) production and a Woodson
silt loam from southeastern Kansas with no previous soybean cropping.
The most-probable-number (MPN) of R- japonicum in each sample was determined by the disposable growth pouch technique of Frederick and Weaver
(1972). Results showed 3.3 x 105 R- japonicum per gram of Clarion fine
sandy loam and less than 10 per gram in the Woodson silt loam. These
data suggest that a cropping history of soybean production has an effect
on the numbers of R· japonicum in soils. Also inoculation may be required for adequate numbers of R· japonicum to induce nodulation on
first year soybeans.
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1.

ZOOPLANKTON DISTRIBUTION IN RED ROCK RESERVOIR. Michael J. McGrath*
and P. J, Kingsbury, Des Moines, The longitudinal and spatial
distribution of select zooplankton were studied at Red Rock
Reservoir, M9.rion County, Iowa during the summer of 1972, The
reservoir was divided into four transects, each with three stations
sampled at four depths (O, 1, 2, 3M), Total populations decreased
from a high at the dam area to a low at the headwaters of the
reservoir, Flushing rate of the reservoir appeared to be the main
controlling factor of population, The avoidance reaction by
zooplankton was noted for areas of shallow water, Since 1969
a reduction of types and numbers of zooplankton were noted,

2. A QUALITATIVE METHOD FOR ARTIFICIAL CONDITIONING OF A CLOSED AQUATIC
MARINE SYSTEM. Robert D. Evans* and Charles J. Ellis. The Howard K.
LaFlamrne Memorial Research Laboratory, Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010. Many closed marine
systems are conditioned initially by standing undisturbed for long
periods of time. Another method involves the introduction of a few
organisms. The first method is haphazard while the second may introduce
parasites with consequent water fouling and the need for unnecessary
medication. This report describes a practical chemical procedure for
establishing a balanced nitrogen cycle in such a closed marine system.
It is efficient in terms of labor and money.

3.

ODONATES OF
A. C. Haman
of odonates
species for

BLACKHAWK COUNTY INCLUDING NEW STATE RECORDS.
and S, Hummel,• U.N.I, A complete listing of the species
indigenous to Blackhawk County including new records of
the state,

4. THE SOCIAL BF.:H.\VIOR OF THE ROOST IN CULUMB:\ LIVL'\. Robert G, Good,*
Ceda r ?alls. ,\ n ethological S-tudy of the i\ock Pigeon (Columba livia)
illustrating its social hierarchy, waking and slee ping behaviors, and
greeting and courtship rituals. Data was obtained by daily observation
of C, livia over a period of 2 months. The Rock Pigeon hRs a social
order related to its reproductive cycle, there is a greeti~g ritual
that permits certain pigeons onto the roost and keeps others out, the
pigeon's day is deter~ined both by the light intensity and by the
number of daylight hours, and there is a well-defined pre-copulatory
courtshi p ritual.
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5. INSE CT CONSUMPTI ON BY BLAN CHARD'S CRICKET FR OGS, ACRIS
. CREPI TANS BLANCHARDI, I N I OWA. Bru ce K. J ohns on, Bi ol.
Dept., Drake University, De s Mo in e s, I owa 50311. Ra te of
ins e ct consumpti on by Blanc h ard's cricket fr og s was st u die d
fr om April thr ou gh Oct ob er 197 2 . St omach content s of 218
fr og s wer e examin e d and c orrelat e d with seas on of the y ear
and fr og size. For the study peri o d as a wh ole, st omachs
c ontain e d 20.7% De ptera, 10.8% Cole optera, 11.3% Homop tera,
7.0% Hyman optera, 10.8% Arachnidia, 5-5% Or t h op tera, a nd
17-3% other miscellane ous insect groups. Approximately 16%
of the st omach c ontents c onsisted of unidentifiabl e insect
debris and less than 1% in organic matter. Using dye d
insects, it was determined that st omachs ar e empti e d in
approximately eight h ours in the fr og's natural habitat.
Estimated annual c onsump ti on is ap pr oximately 4860 insects
(47 g) per fr og.

6.

THE DISTRIBUTION AND VARIATION OF THE WESTERN EARTH SNAKE, VIRGINIA VALERIAE ELEGANS (KENNICOTT) IN IOWA. James L. Christiansen, Des Moines.
Western earth snakes, Virginia valeriae elegans were known in Iowa from
only three specimens and considered very rare until the present study.
Intense effort to find them in the last two years produced specimens
from only the lower Des Moines and Chariton River drainages. The snakes
were found to be closely associated with timbered, rocky terrain near
streams and to be potentially endangered where timber is permanently
removed. Although sampling shows two geographic areas in the Des Moines
River drainage inhabited by this snake, specimens from the two areas did
not differ morphologically. Iowa specimens usually lack the light vertebral stripe characteristic of the species in most of its range and have
small, dark spots on the head and neck. Meristic variation is slight.

7.

TRAFFIC NOISE EFFECTS ON WHITE LEGHORN CHICKEN PRODUCTION
Albert Kagan* and Charles J. Ellis, The Howard K. LaFlarrnne Memorial
Research Laboratory, Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa, 50010.
Traffic noise recorded on Interstate 80 was played back within a small
enclosure to a number of white leghorn hens. During first few hours egg
production decreased, but returned to normal and remained there for rest
of project. Apparently, white leghorn hens can acclimate to traffic
noise.

8. EFFECTS OF VARYING PROTEIN LEVELS ON REPRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE OF
JAPANESE QUAIL. Albert Kagan* and Charles J. Ellis. The Howard K.
LaFlarrnne Memorial Research Laboratory, Department of Zoology and
Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010. Effects on egg
production, fertility, hatchability, body weight and feed efficiency as
functions of protein levels are described.
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9. EFFECT OF THYROID REPLACEMENT IN HYPOTHALAMIC OBESE RATS. D. R. Griffit~
and David W. Zeigler,',, Ames. Lesions were placed in the ventromedial
nucleus of the hypothalamus of female rats 100 days old . The resulting
hypothalamic obesity was associated with a decreased level of thyroid
secretion rate (TSR). It was postulated that the resulting obesity was
due to the decreased TSR. Replacement of T4 for 50 days at the physiological level of 1.1 mg/ml did not significantly alter the weight gain
of the lesioned animals from the controls. It was therefore concluded
that T4 alone is not sufficient to inhibit weight gain of VMH lesioned
animals.
10 . INTERACTIONS OF AGE, EXERCISE, AND THYROXINE ON SERUM AND LIVER CHOLEST-

EROL AND TRIGLYCERIDES. D. R. Griffith and James , A. Longo',, Ames. It
has been demons trat ed by a number of investigators that exercise will
decrease serum and liver lipid levels in the rat. Similar results have
been obtained in rats treate d with thyroxine. It has al so been observed
that these lipid levels increase with age. It wa s the purpose of thi s
study to determine if there was a synergistic relation s hip between thyroxine and exercise in reducing these lipid levels in young and old r a ts .
There were two age groups, 70 days and 200 days of age, at the start -of
the study. All but the controls in each age group were thyroidect omized,
Replacement therapy with varying levels of L-thyroxine injected subcutane ously each day. The levels administered were 0, .5, 3.5, and 14ug/
100 body wt/day. Each of these groups were divided into an exercise an d
non-exercise group, resulting in ten experimental groups at each age and
twenty experimental groups. The animals were exercised by swimming f o r
ten weeks, five days per week. The anima ls were swum to exhausti on with
a weight equal to four percent of their body weight attached to their
tails. Exercise resulted in a decrease in serum chole s terol in seven of
the ten exercise groups and in liver ch o lesterol in six of the ten groupsi.
In general, increasing levels of thyroxine also decrea s ed ch o le s terol
levels in the liver and serum of both age groups. Due t o experimental
procedure, extremely elevated triglyceride values we re obtaine d and no
determination of the effects of exercise or thyr oxin e on them coul d be
made.
11. EFFECT OF CIS- AND TRANS-CLIMOPHENE ON RAT MAMMARY GLAND DEVELOPMENT,

D. R. Griffith and Joanne Richardso',, Ames. Clomiphene citrate has been
found to exert a weak estrogenic and a strong anti - estrogen it influence
on the mammary gland. Since clomiphene citrate is a mixture of two isomers, 38% trans-clomiphene and 62% cis - clomiphene , it was of importance
to determine their individual acti on on mammary gland devel opment . Adult
ovariectomized Sprague-Dawley-Rolfsmeyer rats were used. The animals
were given subcutaneous injections of estradiol benzoate; progesterone,
cis-clomiphene, trans-clomiphene and clomiphene citrate in various combinations for 20 days and were sacrificed 24 hours after the last injection. The abdominal-inguinal mammary glands were removed and analyzed
for their DNA and RNA content. The DNA and RNA values indicated that
trans-clomiphene is more estrogenic than cis-clomiphene and cis -c lomi phene is more anti-estrogenic than trans-clomiphene. Since clomiphene
citrate is predominantly cis-clomiphene and cis-clomiphene 'i s a st r ong
anti-estrogenic agent, this may explain why clomiphene citrate is strong ly anti-estrogenic.
It is proposed that clomiphene citrate or its
isomers compete with estradiol benzoate for estrogen receptor sites at
the level of the mammary gland.
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12. IMMUNOLOGICAL MECHANISMS IN THE HORSESHOE CRAB, LIMULUS POLYPHEMUS.

John I. Stagner and James R. Redmond*, Ames. Until recently immune mechanisms among the invertebrates have largely been open to question. At
the present time, several invertebrates have been shown to possess an
immune response ranging from natural nonspecific heteroagglutinins and
lysozyme to specific induced antibody-I ike proteins. Limulus has been
shown to have an heteroagglutinin in the hemolymph and hemocytes which
are phagocytic and reactive to bacterial endotoxins. In addition, this
study has found hypodermal glands which produce a viscous exudate on the
body surface in response to antigenic stimulation by injection or exposure to fouled water . The exudate appears to function as a mechanical
barrier and as an agglutinin or bacticidal material. The chemical composition and relationships between the serum heteroagglutinin, hemocyte
proteins, and exudate are being studied.

13.

DOES BRANCHIOSTOMA HAVE ANTERIOR CARDINAL VEINS? Robert D. Evans*,
Charles J. Ellis and Ellis A. Hicks. Finding these veins is difficult.
An attempt is made to clarify their location.

14. SYRINGEAL HISTOLOGY. I. JAPANESE QUAIL (COTURNIX f. JAPONICA)
Charles J. Ellis, The Howard K. LaFlannne Memorial Research Laboratory,
Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Syrinx is divided into three areas, antepessular, pessular and postpessular. Histology and gross anatomy of each section are reported.
Some structuetures are described for the first time including:
syringeal ridge, desquamating layers, intercrural diverticulum, intercrural space, tympanoid pads, pessular pedestal and pessular appendages.
Presence of "X" cells is reported together with connnents as to their
significance. Minor comparisons are made among syringes of Japanese
quail, meadowlark and chicken,
15. SYRINGEAL HISTOLOGY. II. MEADOWLARK (STURNELLA SP.)
Charles J. Ellis, The Howard K. LaFlannne Memorial Research Laboratory,
Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
Syrinx is divided into three areas, antepessular, pessular and postpessular. Histology and gross anatomy of each section are reported.
Connnents are offered concerning the means of sound production with
comparisons with chicken and Japanese quail.

16. ORAL BACTERIA FROM IOWA SNAKES, A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.
Lynn A. Joens, Biology Dept., Drake University , Des Moines,
Iowa 50311 . During 1972, swabbs were taken from the mouths
of 94 freshly captured Iowa snakes and examined for bacteria . The bacteria were identified to species and correlated with diet, habitat, and taxon omic group of the 17
host snake species r e presented (15 nonvenomous and 2 venomous) . The bacteria identified t o date inclu de nine genera,
all f ound in each of the three basic snake diet groups represented . All the bacterial genera were also found in
snakes from each of the three g eneralized habitats . However, differences in repr e sentati on of bacterial genera
were observed between s nake species. The patho genic genera
Cl o stridium and Staphyl o c o ccus were widly represented in
both ven omous and nonvenomous snakes.

17.A NEW SPECIES OF TR(TRICHOMONAS FROM AMPHIBIA. Benton W. Buttrey, Ames.
Trichomonads of the generalized Tritrichomonas augusta type of organ ization, yet possessing morphological differences fr om the typical T.
augusta forms, were found in 17 populations from species of Micr~phyla
and Bufo. The distinguishing features of the new species are: plump
fusiform o r soherical shape with a mean length and width of 14.3 µ and
9.5µ, respectively ; 3 free, unequal, anterior flagella; low un dulating
membrane thrown into 6 t o 9 unequal undulations; marginal filament continuing as a free posterior flagellum; thick costa which, along with the
undulating membrane, normally courses sharply backward fr om left to right
across the upper body surface; parabasal body con s isting of a l ong and a
shorter ramus of variable length; thick hyaline ax os tyle and axostylar
tip which terminates in a filament of variable length; large spherical
or br oa dly oval nucleus lying in the ext reme anterior region of the animal; and regularly vacuo lated cytoplasm which is foam-like in appearance.
Mainly upon the basis of its broad s hape, stout axostyle, spherical
nucleus and vacuolated cyt oplasm, this flagellate is recognized as a
species distinct from Tritrich omona s augusta .
18. S01"E COCCIDI A FROt-: IOWA REPTILES . Richard S . Wacha and Jarnes L.
Chri s tiansen , Des r'. oines , During a survey of the cocc i dian paras ites
of Iowa r epti l es , conducted between Sept . 1, 1971 and Oct. 1, 1972 ,
oocysts of 5 spec ies of ~i meria , 1 species of Adelina , and 1 species
of Iso snora were found to be present. Oocysts of th e genus Eimeria
were isolated from 1 of 2J r ed- s i ded garter snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis pari etalis) , 1 of 14 prari e ri ngneck snakes (Diadophis }unctatus
arnvi) , 1 of 5 western worm snakes (Carphophis amoenus vermis , 5 of 7
Illinois mud turtl es ( Ki nos t ernon flav escens s poo neri), and 1 of 1
wood turtl e (Clemmys i nsc ulpta); oocysts of t he genus Adelina were
isolated f ro m 1 of 23 red - sided garter snakes and those of the ge nus
I s ospora f rom 1 of 1 eastern massasauga (Sistrurus catenatus catenatus).
The morphology of t he oocys t s f ound and the specific taxa to which
th ey belong are dis cussed . (Supported in part by Drak e University Research Council grant No. 237- 656,)
1 9 . THE TAXONOMIC DIFFERENCE S BETWEEN THE TWO "GIANT" AMEBAS,

Pelomyxa

Eugene C. Bovee, Division of
Biology, Unive r sity of Kansas, Lawrence, Ks. These two large, naked,
free-liv ing amebas are often taxonomical ly confused by biologists.
Pelomy xa palustris (Gree ff), known since 1873, is correctly named and
is the inviolable taxonomic t ype-sp eci es of its genus . Chaos
carolinensis (Wilson), also known as Pelomyxa carolinensis or Chaos
chaos , has been known s ince 1900. Both are large , multinucleate amebas
and for those reasons, only, were considered by Wilson (and others,
later) to be generic relatives. The two species differ, however, in
nuclear shape, nu clear numb er, nuclear membranes , nucleoli, chromosomenumbers, cytoplasmic crystals (absent from P. palustris), mitochondria
(absent from P. palustris ), mitotic spindles (absent from P.
palustris), water expulsion vesicle (absent from P. palustris ), cytoplasm (vesicular in P. palustris) , gel-sol ratios, pseudopodial forms,
uroid, locomotor mechanisms, foods , feeding mechanisms, habitats,
oxygen requirements, light sensitivities, enzymes, membrane potentials
and plasmalemmar surfaces. They are so different from one another as
to be separable to different families as well as to different genera .

pa lust ris AND Chaos carolinensis .
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20. AGE CLASSES AND SUBSTRATE ATTACHMENT IN CULTURES OF ACANTHAMOEBA CASTELLANI I , Warren Do lphin and Sandra Holcomb~ Ames. Acanthamoeba cultures
are be ing studied to ascertain the re lationship of substrate attachr,oent
to cellular age class. Alternative models propose attachment during
mitosis or du r ing some portion of interphase. Amoebae were grown axenical ly on op timal growth media, harvested during log phase, and transferred to petri ~ishes. Two hours were allowed for attachment. The
plates were then swirled at 15 minute intervals and the supernatant
poured off and replaced with fresh medium. The distributions of cellular
volume s for free and attached cel l s were measured at staggered times
during the experiment. During the experime nt the volume distributions
of the free and attached cells gradually shift to a larger size, These
result s favor the model that cells loosen from the substrate during mitosis. This observation may be of use in obtaining partially synchronized
cultures of Acanthamoeba.
21.HELMINTHS OF BADGERS (TAXIDEA TAXUS SCHREBER) IN NORTHWEST IOWA.
Darwin D. Wittrock, Ames. Twel've'badgers, collected near Iowa
Lakeside Laboratory in northwest Iowa during the summers of 1971 and
1972, were examined for helminth parasites. Trematodes recovered include
Alaria taxideae, Euparyphium melis, and Fibricola cratera, all of which
TriliabTt the small intestine. Two species of cestodes, Atriotaenia
procyonis and Mesocestoides lineatus, are reported from the small
intestine. Nematodes constitute the major helminth group and include
the following: Ancylostoma taxideae (intestine), Ascaris columnaris
(intestine), Capillaria ~ (urinary bladder), Dracunculus insignis
(Subcutaneous tissues), Mollneus mustelae (intestine), and
Physaloptera torquata (stomach). Reports off_. cratera, £· ~ .
and Q_. insignis represent new host records .
This study was supported in part by NSF grant GB-23057 under the
direction of M. J. Ulmer.
22. ADDITIONAL NATURAL AND EXPERIMENTAL HOSTS AND REPORTS OF INTRASPECIFIC
MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATION IN POSTHODIPLOSTOHUH HINIHUH (TREHATODA:
DIPLOSTOMATIDAE). James R. Palmieri, Ames. Posthodiplostomum minimum
Dubois, 1936 is a strigeoid trematode found in nature in the great blue
heron. Beginning June, 1971 and continuing to date, experimental
feedings and examinations of various experimentally infected as well
as new natural hosts have been conducted at Iowa Lakeside Laboratory,
Dickinson County, Iowa. Exposure of metacercariae of P. minimum to a
variety of amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals have established 21
new· experimental and 2 new natural hests. Work now in progress
indicates that this fluke exhibits distinct morphological variations
in size and shape of the forebody, hindbody, heldfast organ and egg
as well as changes in the size, shape and location of the oral
sucker, acetabulum, anterior and posterior testes and ovary. These
structural modifications are presently being studied at both the
light and ultrastructural levels. From this study It becomes
increasingly apparent that taxonomic criteria presently used In
separating the species within the genus Posthodiplostomum are
inadequate.
This study was supported in part by NSF grant GB-23057 under the
direction of H.J. Ulmer.
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2 3 . THE DEVELOPMENT OF COTYLOGASTER OCCIDENTALIS (TREMATODA: ASPIDOGASTRIDAE)

David W. Fredericksen, Ames. Previously unknown developmental stages
off_. occidental is Nickerson 1902, were recovered from naturally
infected mussels Ligumia ~ (Say), and their morphology described;
both light and scanning electron microscopes were employed. The little
known cotylocidium off_. occidental is was studied, with new and
additional information being discovered concerning its behavior, sensory
structures, ciliation, osmoregulatory system, and gut. As in other
aspidogastrid flukes, the adult ventral adhesive disc develops by
growth and expansion of a posterior sucker present on the cotylocidium.
This study was supported in part by NSF grant GB-23057, under the
direction of M. J. Ulmer.
24. SKIN PENETRATION BY DERMATITIS-PRODUCING CERCARIAE (GIGANTOBILHARZIA
HURONENSIS) FROM APLEXA HYPNORUM. Martin J. Ulmer, Ames.
Schistosome cercariae capable of producing a dermatitis ("swimmer's
itch") vary according to species in the conditions under which they
penetrate human skin. Cercariae of certain species are able to gain
entry when the skin is immersed; others penetrate only as water
containing cercariae evaporates from the skin surface.
Studies on cercariae of Gigantobilharzia huronensis from swampdwelling phys id snails (Aplexa hypnorum) collected at the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory, indicate that this schistosome species penetrates
only as the surface film of moisture dries. This was shown
experimentally by immersing the hands and lower arms of a sensitized
individual into a rectangular glass tank to which a fresh suspension
of hundreds of recently-emerged cercariae had been added. The left
arm remained in the water for half an hour; the right arm, immersed
for only 5 minutes, was then removed from the water and allowed to
air dry before being placed once more in the cercarial suspension for
an additional 5 minutes. This procedure was continued for a total of
6 immersions of the right arm and hand. Both arms were then thoroughly
dried. Sensations of penetration and the subsequent appearance
of typical lesions only on the right arm indicated that cercarial
penetration is associated with evaporation of surface skin moisture.
These results are in agreement with frequent observations that
severest cases of "swimmer's itch" in the Iowa Lakes region are
associated with those individuals who enter cercarial-infested waters
repeatedly, allowing the skin to air dry before re-entry. •
This study was supported in part by NSF grant GB-23057.
25. EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON TRICHINELLA - INFECTED MICE.

Lawrence K. Lightner*, Ames. Effects of environmental temperature on
Trichinella spiral is - infected mice were studied. Groups of mice
were acclimated to temperatures of 8-10° C, 20-25° C and 36° C for a
period of five days, exposed to 100 infective juveniles of T.
spiral is via stomach intubation, and were then examined for-the
presence of adult worms after being maintained at the above temperatures
for flve days. Results indicate that mice maintained at 36° C tend to
harbor significantly higher numbers of adult worms and that there is
a direct relationship between temperature and worm number. Effects
of mouse strain differences on these results were also examined.
This study was supported in part by NSF grant GB-23057 under the
direction of M. J. Ulmer.

